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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
ROY, "Mora cWmxNliwl
October 18j 1919,

Number 40
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I Personal Mention!

Red Cross Buys Ranch
New Elevator Grand
of
F.
has
II.
Election
Warden
has
site for
Moore & Co. of Dallas,
John
an
Texas,
leased a
elevator, on the house track
A telegram from J. Floersheim
just back of the Liberty Garage.
at
The I. O. O. F. Grand Lodge,
Wa saw the plans and blue
Alamogordo,
brings the plea3
prints for a Standard1 Elevator
ing
news
our popular Postthat
which is to be built as soon as
G. Johnson, has
master,
Wm
the men and material can get
been elected Grand Warden of
here. It is to be 30,000 bushels
Lodge of New
capacity and will load out six the Grand
Mexico,
which places him in line
cars a day.
for
the office of Grand Master in
The company is now buying
1921.
The best we had hoped
wheat and loading direct into
Henry Krabben-schmi- for him was Grand Secretary.
the cars.
and Dr, J. A, Stevens
'
IV
represent them on the mesa.

A small but enthusiastic number of Red Cross workers' met
for the annual election at the

'

--
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B. Misnnr,
Mil's
purchased the Biily Eruggeman
ranch of 3,000 acres over near
Red River southwest of Mills
and will begin at once to make
it one of the best improved
ranches on the mesa. He acquired a lot of good ideas in working
out the improvements on h3
farm which he recently sold at a
net profit of $14,000.00 and will
use them all and developo a lot
more with the natural advantages on the new ranch.
Mr. Misner hd.s proven that a
city man can make good on a
farm or ranch if he has a head
and U3es it.

rooms Wednesday evening, The
After getting all ready for the
following members were elected
Harvest-FestiyIssue of the
as Executive Committee for this
this week we are disappointed
year.
and delayed again by inability of
F. S. Brown, Prof. O. 0.
the Denver Agency which was
Graham, J. Floersheim. R. Lopi z
entrusted with some of the extra
C. L. Justice, A. S. Hanson, Mrs.
A
work to get it here in time.
Wm Biashears, Mrs. F. A. Roy,
delay of four days in getting
Mrs. F. S. Brown, Mrs. J. B.
letters to Denver is the first
Lusk.
cause of it all.
It was decided to call a meet'
We believe we have it all lined
ing of this new Executive
paper next week
Rev. 0. W. Hearn ha3 tired of up for a
Committee for Monday evening,
trying to rent a room for a paint and shall be glad when it is over
The Griner Twins write friends
20th to elect officers for the
Oct.
shop and has built him a shop at with, as we guess you will pe to. here from Boise, Idaho that they
year.
home where he indulges his
Ja.t Frost made his first apare going tine on their trip, have
fancies as well as doing commerDr. Plumlee and wife, Mrs. crossed five major and numberBetter order your extra copies pearance on this mesa Wednescial sign writing and other 'ar- Gertrude lledgecock, Miss Erma less minor mountain passes.
Special Issue while you day night 0:t. 15th, 20 to 30
c) I of the
tistic designs with paint and Hall and the little son of Mrs. They picked up their sister,
can get at 5c a copy. POSTlVE-L- days later than his usual
brush. This with his duties as lledgecock left last Thursday for Miss Nette, enroute and did not
10c a copy after they havs schedule.
Pastor here and at Tucumcari Kansas City where Mrs. Plumlee visit Yellowstone Park as it was
Some feed was caught by it
been printed.
and his office as village treasurer would submit to an operation and closed and the bears had learned
but not tad. Curn is all safe
makes him a very busy man.
and no one is complaining but
the child would - also have an to kill tourists as well as rob
affection
experiserious
all look ahead to a severe win
operation for a
their camps. They had
of the ear and head.
enced considerable bad weather
ter.
'
"
.
MASONS MEET
The entire party will be ab- and roads but are proud of the
E. A. Lewis, of Walsenburg,
record their Ford is making.
Acacia Lodge. A, F. & A. Mv sent for some time.
Colorado has sold his ranch
The Red Cross Membership
held a very interesting session
southwest of Roy, on Red River Drive will soon be on. All it
Saturday night Candidates and Prof. Trumbull went to Mills
breaks, as administrator of the
asks of you is your dollar memJ. E. Whitmore, prominent
their friends from Mills were Tuesday and returned to Roy
estate of the late LeRoy Lew's, bership fee which comes every
has
Tucumcari,
business
of
man
present for all three degrees of Wednesday. He will be at Moshis son, to a Mr. Garcena, late of
year. Dont just give your dollar
Ancient Craft Masonry and they quero Saturday at their Demon- been in Roy the past week in the
Wm. G. JOHNSON,
Raton, N. M.
cheerfully however, your heart
Producing
the
Peco
of
interest
all got what they came for.
Grand Warden
stration Day.
3,160
The ranch comprises
in the work of relief of suffering
Refining
Co.
and
of that town.
Lunch was served with coffee
Officers elected were
acres of deeded land and leases humanity always and everyHe
doing
and
ia
a live wire
Joe Beck got home Saturday
at midnight and work continued
about
E. M, Hannah, Artesia, Grand and contracts covering
where, is worth as much as the
long after. Some of the Mills night from a long trip he made team work with C, A, Nicholson. Rep, C. A. Doty,
Ros well, 7,000 acres of range bes:des. Mr.
Masons brought their ladies last week over a large part of They are both begining to ap-- 1 Grand Master, Lee Byrne, Clay-(o- Garcana took over 150 head of dol'tr is.
precíate Roy and we may yet get
along expecting to have them the state.
Deputy, Wm G. Johns n, cows and calve3 and Mr. Lewis
Saturdaythem for residents, who knows?
usual
entertained at the
Roy, Grand Warden, C. Bert has sold and shipped the rest of
The general quarantine against
-night
picture show and dance
Oct 18th to 25th much cloudiSmith, Artesia, Grand Secretary his herd of 500 or 600 head. Mr. Scarlet Fever was lifted and
whieh was not because of the ness, fog and driggling rain but J. Floersheim, wife and daugh C. Williams,
Gallup, Grand Garcena and family are now here School opened again Monday
quaranti ne.
about thirty days cf normal fair
,
Etna,
and
WaHtW
ter
little
son,
and getting established on the morning. Thefew crpcs were
treasurer.
v
weather can be counted' m returned home from San Fran
'
" i'n'a mii'i form aiid no apprehenranch." .' ,V'""
Dick Pendleton finished thresh- following.
cisco, Sunday after an extended
Mr. Lewis has not fully decid- sion h felt regarding the further
Mra. S. E. Pelphrey and child
ing bis wheat Saturday . He had
T. H. Polaskie
visit. All are well and glad to ren, of French, came to Roy ed what he will do as yet but it spread of the disease.
eres and threshed
a himdred
get back altho, they do roi.ss, the Saturday to visit her mother, is a safe bet he will get into the
3,600 bushels of as fine" wheat as
n City
Wm G. Johnson and J.
for a time.
A! L. Collins
Mrs."
who left, cattle business again somewhere.
ever grew from it.
And still more rain. Sunday
left Monday for Alamoin company with her daughter, Mr. Lewis and Mrs. LeRoy Lewmorning
again and an all day
gordo
Fellows
to
Odd
the
attend
Mr. Sabino Lopez, Democratic
Geo Ray and Webb iCidd ship- Miss Gertrude Collins, for San is left in their car Wednesday.
Lodge,
session
drizzle
in
there
made
Grand
it a dreary day for
candidate for county Treasurer
ped five cars of cattle to Denver Diego, California, Saturday to
all
friends
We
week.
Mx.Johnson's
of
this
have been acus.
last year was in Roy Tuesday
Sunday evening.
They loaded spend the winter in that milder
him
and
aspirations
customed
to
for
have
sunshine for so
calling on friends and talking a
them in the rain at the stock- climate. Mrs. Pelphrey returned
MICK1E SAYS
captures
hope
Grand
many
he
the
years
that an excess of
little politics.
yards a rather disagreeable job. home Sunday that the children
Secretary-shiof the Grand
not
is
rain
agreeable
to us.
"THE
6BIMG
S
IN
Me. L pez is foreman on the
might not miss school.
NOVJ GET VROA OUR SOUMEftl
:Sim.Calley ranch near Wagon Lodge. He has held the office
BOSS. VOEB GLfcD 10 ?RlNt
in the Springer StockMessrs, Ladd and Rainbow,
Another car load of Fordsons
Mound and a live wire as well as of Grand Conductor the past
'EN. JEST SO VJB CONf GVf
man,
thinks
the time for seeing
TOO Nft.NM VRONV
a loyal Democrat. He hopes to term. Mr. Floersheim returned cattle buyers for an Oklahoma at the Roy Garage was unloaded
ONE
passed with
Sunday
Francisco
to
from
San
PER.SOV1.
S
City
EMEftN&ODN
commission
purchased
firm
Saturday.
candi
Fordson tractors are
be left out of the list of
op our. boss
proud
sure
country's
the
Monday
going
this
mission
as
leave
on
dry and
Mr.
4
Lewis'
Saturcars
of
cattle
right
getting to be as common s mule
dates in future but has
AND GLM fO HEJXR F ROW
doubts
our
white
Homestead
of
Representative
buzzard
story.
day
shiprelieved
and
im
of
the
teams here on the mesa and they
ideas that ought to be carried
Lodgelike
pair
Just
a
They
who
are
a
reactionary
old
They
ping
worries.
pay
more
are giving as general satisfaction
out for the best interests of Mora
Republican
like
get
to
him
xesults.
should
judge
us
for
here
get
some
cattle
than
for
as Ford cars do, of course, both
County.
by himself.
K. C. and are popular fall into the hands of people who
them
at
&
Mra. Ethel Harper, PostmisThe old bank building has been buyers.
will
so
abuse
do
mules
them
and
Alamo--gordo
tress at Mills, went to
Stockmen who complain that
toro down and the excavation
broncs and they respond
as
Monday to represent Har made for the furnace cellar and
they
are obliged by the sanitary
Sylvan Floersheim, of the readily to proper care and treatmony Rebekah Lodge, of Roy the new building will be rushed Springer
board to dip every animal they
Times force, has been ment.
at the Rebekah Assembly.
own but their wives should reto completion as rapidly as visiting his parents and friends
It should be. a pleasant experi possible.
flect that it might be worse.
in Roy this week. He seems to
Mr. Garcena, who recently
ence for her and we trust the
enjoy vacationing.
purchased the Lewis ranch on
The Santa Fe New Mexican
state organization will recognize
Five residence buildings and a
Red River, has purchased a
jumped
onto the Wagon Mound
and appreciate her.
school house is the order John
Carpenters and all classes of Fordson tractor from the Roy
Sentinel
recently
for expressing
Hornbaker will try to fill this builders can find all the work Garage to use in hauling suphis honest and not very radical
Mrs. Frank Schultz returned fall. We'll say he will be some they want in Roy this fall.
plies to his ranch as well as
opinion.
It got a rise all riarht
Wednesday
from an extended busy.
There is a lot of building to farming with it.
and
approve
we
the celerity with
visit to Dallas and other points
do and very few builders.
which which the N. M. dropped
C. B. Stubblefield came down
in Texas and Oklahoma with
a hot one.
from Springer Monday and has
relatives.
W. C. Bradley, of Mosquero,
Mrs. C. W. B. Leatherman will been spending the week with was in town Tuesday. He finish
"I am not speaking for those
remain in Oklahoma for a time. this end of their business.
ed threshing and put his machine
American
citizens, if any there
away six weeks ago in order to
be, who may be looking forward
Dr. H. B. Ames, who purchas- get his wheat planted for next
S.A. Foutz, lawyer from Wagto the time when the United
on Mound, was in Roy Thursday ed the Geo N. Ames farm recent- yeaa as it was impossible to get
shall enter with her Army
States
t. referee in the Holder divorce ly arrived from Alva, Okla. Tues help.
There has really been
into Mexico for the purpose of
Atty. J. Frank Curns is day with his brother J. M. Ames little threshing weather for six
case.
conquest, with resultant material
with him as attorney for one of of Iowa who will live on the weeks anyway.
benefits to themselves.
I do
the parties. The hearing was at Ames farm with the Dr.'s son
mind
in
have
the
and farm it hereafter. - J. M.
untold
Judge Wilcox's office.
satis
The car load of Chevrolets repurchased T. A, Smith, s farm ceived at the. Liberty Garage
faction which would come to
It is still impossible to get a three miles north of Roy along Monday are now on display all
that vast majority of our men
line on the wheat acreage for the railroad and will plant it to but what have been sold of them.
and women who want to look
Less than one wheat yet this fall. Dr. Ames
upon,
next year.
deal with, and think of
They are an attract iva flock
Mexico as a friendly neighbor.
fourth of the wheat is planted orders the
sent to him at and will go as fast as did their
and the fields are so wet it is Alva, Okla in future.
The Uuited States has never
first carload.
impossible to get into them to
guaranteed investments within
Polaskie the weather Prophet
Eight more Fordsons at the
plant. All the threshing matheir boundaries.
And foreign
bogged
of
Mills,
in
us
favored
down
with a call Stubblefield Garage will supply
chines were
nations, with respect to their
citizens and their investments,
trying to get moved to the rext Monday. He promises to let up the demand until the mud dries
drydays
on this rain soon and promises a up then there will be a rush for
of
have the same'rights in Mexico
stack yard. A few
as has the United States."
them to prepare for late wheat
ing weather will set them going month of fine weather in
New Mexico Senator A.A.JnDts."
planting.
again.
R. A. Pendleton and Son have
broken ground for their new
Garage building and the work of
tearing down and building new
will be driven for all it is worth
Incidentally
until completed.
will be trying to rnn
the
out doors mostly until the wall
of the garage is finished and we
get a new roof over us.
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He Has Had His Day
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY

FOREIGN

COÍIDEÜSATIOII

Intercepted Russian Bolshevik
wireless message from Moscow
the report that the Bolshevik
have been forced to abandon the town
OF FRESH
of Dvlusk, between Old Itussla and Poland.
A commission of Germun experts
DISwho have visited tlie mines of northIMPORTANT
THE LATEST
ern France which were devasted durPATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
ing the war, believes that It will take
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
r
from two to eight years, to restore
them to their former condition.
General von der Goltz, commander of
forcea In the Baltic provinces,
STORY OF THE WEEK German
whose activities there have recently
led to sharp exchanges between the allied lowers and Germany, has, with
OP his. staff, joined the Kussinn BolsheTHE PROQRESS
SHOWING
vik forces, according to a Berlin disEVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
patch.
FOREIGN LANDS.
The German reply to the allied note
demanding the withdrawal of General
von der Goltz's troops from the Baltic
tormera Ntwapaper Union News Ssrvlce.
provinces was discussed by the SuWESTERN v
Albert of the Belgians has been preme Council at the resumption of its
It was considered unsatisdeeply Impressed with America's edu- meetings.
factory
Marshal Foch was Inand
cational system and attributes the
up n new note to send
to
draw
structed
ability of American soldiers to absorb
military knowledge In a remarkably the Germans.
Capt. Andre Tardieu, member of the
short time to the compulsory schooling
French Peace Commission, speaking at
they receive.
a meeting of the
William Warn, a farmer charged
Club at Paris, gave Interesting figures
with being Insane, stood off a sheriffs on
the reconstruction work accomposse that attempted to arrest him at
plished since the armistice. Sixty
Denlson, Iowa, by using his wife as a
thousand of the 550,000 houses In the
shield, while he fired forty shots.
area wrecked by shell fire have
battle
When his ammunition was exhausted,
been rebuilt; 2,010 kilometers of the
he used the last shell to kill himself.
3,240 kilometers of railwuy destroyed
"Important depositions" are to be have been repaired and 700 of
the
taken In Indianapolis by the prosecu- 1,075 kilometers of cannls rendered
tion of Harry S. New, accused of muruseless in the course of the hostilities
dering Frieda Lesser, his sweetheart, are again In commission. Of the 1,100
it was revealed following an order In plants destroyed by the enemy 588
the Superior Court continuing New's have been repaired. Equally remark-abl- e
trial from Oct. 27 to Dec. 6 ut Los An
progress Is being made in restorgeles.
ing to civilization the vast areas In
All new policemen appointed at the devastated regions which, at the
Omnhn, in accordance with the
end of the war, embraced 4.500,000
of Major General Wood af- acres. Of this approximately 1,000,000
ter the riot of September 29th, will be acres have been returned to the farmgiven military training. The first thir- ers and 500,000 acres of it are ready
ty new policemen appointed received a for the seed.
three-hou- r
drill under the guidance of
GENERAL
MaJ. C. M. White of Fort Omaha, deHenry Mills Alden, editor of Harptailed to the duty by General Wood.
Magazine since 1809, died at his
er's
Harry S. New Jr., slayer of his
home in New York
a long Illness.
sweetheart, Freda Lesser, will go to He was 82 years after
old.
AnIn
Los
trial
the superior court at
Serbia has enfranchised its women,
geles Dec. 16th, Instead of Oct. 27th.
The continuance was granted by Su- according to cable advices by Mrs.
perior Judge Craig when Lecompte Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the
Davis explained additional time was National Woman Suffrage Association.
Suit to test the constitutionality of
necessary for the defense to prepare
Its case and for the taking of Import- the war time prohibition law was filed
In federal District Court at Louisville,
ant depositions In the East.
The National Sheep and Wool Ky., by Attorneys Levey Mayer of ChiBureau has been notified by Its presi- cago and Marshall Bullitt of Louisville.
An attempt was made to wreck the
dent, Alexander Walker, at Washinge
ton, that majority leaders In house and plant of the American Sheet and
Company at McKeesport, when a
Sennte would Introduce Into Congress
nt the December session the bureau's missile believed to have been n bomb
VTruth In Fabric" bill. The measure was thrown on the shipping departis purposed to compel lubellng of wool ment building. It exploded, tearing a
en fabrics and clothing to show the large hole In the roof of the structure.
presence of shoddy and cotton.
Six men were reported killed and
Plans are being made at Los An five are said by .the police to be dying
geles by a local motion picture pro- as the result of a boiler explosion on
ducer to make moving pictures of the oil steamer Chestnut Hill at Philacenes In the F.lble from cover to cover. delphia. The killed and Injured were
The Bible will be filmed in 100 reels, members of the crew. Several others
two to be shown nt n time. It is ex were badly burned.
The vessel was
pected the work will require two getting up steam to depart for Mexico
years, and that In some scenes the when the accident occurred.
largest number of persons ever appear
Heavily Increased use of sugar In
Ing in a motion picture, will be as- candy, soft drinks, ice cream and other
sembled.
luxuries in t tie United States during
the first nine months of li)l!), It was
WASHINGTON
Two persons were killed and twenty- announced in New York, by the Unitfive injured, the result of a tornado ed States Sugar Equalization Board,
which struck the business district of means that such over indulgence in
Holsington, a town of 2,000 persons In sweet's "must now be curtailed in some
sections of the East for the next three
Kansas.
General Mitchell of the air service, mouths."
The spring wheat crop was forecast
appearing before the Senate Military
Affairs Committee, said that a three-da- y nt 203,170,000 bushels by the crop esti
flight to Alaska across Canada mate bureau of the Agriculture Departwould be attempted this winter. If ment, as compared with a harvest of
358,051,000 bushels In 1918. This indi
cold weather flying proves successful,
cates a decrease of 4,879,000 bushels
regular
to
Alaska
a
route
he added,
would be established to be followed since the forecast of Sept. 15. The toprobably by a route to Asia, with only tal forecast of all wheat was given as
mile .water span to be 918,417,000. Other crop forecasts were :
a twenty-oncrossed. The 1'anama route, he said, Cotton, 10,890,000 bales ; corn, 2,900,- would be via Florida and Cuba and 000,000 bushels, and oats, 1,219,521,000
bushels.
both routes should be developed,
The Senate Military Committee votThe Aero Club of America and the
ed unanimously to recommend an addi- Aerial League of America have antional appropriation of $15,000,000 for nounced the appointment of a commisarmy aircraft construction to carry out sion to arrange for the aerial derby
plans of the air service to establish around the world to be held In 1920.
routes to I'anama, Alaska and even to The commission which is to arrung
Asia.
the air race is composed of Commo;
With disposition of the pence treaty dore Louis B. Beaumont, president
MnJ. Charles J. Glidden, executive secexpected by Nov. 1, congressional
leaders are discussing the prospects retary, and Benjnmiue Hillman. The
of closing the extraordinary session, members will leave New York Oct. 10th
arrange
which began May 19, so as to have a for a trip around the world to
from
San
will
race,
sail
and
for
the
month's rest before the regular DeFrancisco Nov.-3rcember session begins.
Two men lost their lives and another
Establishment of n national budget
narrowly escaped death when he was
system, supplemented by other sweeping reforms in the methods of hnndllng cut off from land at the end of a
appropriations and governmental ex- burning pier, and property worth
was destroyed In a fire that
penditures, was recommended to the
Guano
House in legislation reported out by swept the plant of the Standard
Md.
The
bay,
Curtis
at
Company
budget.
the select committee on the
bodies of the dead men, both negro
Eastern and gulf refiners have been
are burled in the debris. The
notified by the United States food ad- man caught on the end of the pier was
ministration that, effective October taken off by a tug, the muster of
15th, and until further notice, they which risked destruction of his craft
are not to ship or deliver sugar to any by coming alongside the blazing pier.
point west of Pittsburg and Buffalo, Several small schooners were damaged.
ind north and west of the Ohio river. A series of explosions shattered winThe order was Issued because of the dows In houses several miles from the
plant.
scarcity of cane sugar.
The country's enormous corn crop
At the request of the Yonngstown
nus "run unharmed the gantlet of
Aviation Club, the city council has orters that faced It during the doubtful dered the solicitor to prepare an ordindays and nights of September and lays ance regulating air "traffic" over
The Aviation
Ohio.
Into the lap of mellow October 43,000,-90- 0 Youngstown,
bushels more of ripened ears than Club asks that all flying at less than
it could promise at the beginning of 1,500 feet be prohibited and that stunt
that month," the Department of Agri- fliers be required to stay at 3,000 feet.
Gustav Noske, German minister of
culture commented In Issuing the October crop report forecasting a yield of defense, hns decided to
Practically all General Blschoff, commander of the
2,000,511,000 bushels.
f the crop has, or will, mature without Iron division In the Baltic provinces,
frost damage, assuring high feeding for telling his troops to disobey the allies' order to withdraw, said a news
value. Husking and cribbing lias
agency dispatch from Berlin.
An

LATE

Southwest News

MARKET

From All Over

eon-fir-

Í1EVS

French-America-
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Tin-plat-
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QUOTATIONS
Western Newspaper Union News Service
DENYl:lt MAHKKT5.
Cnttle.
Beef steers, ch. to prime. .il2.0012. 50
Ueef steers, good to choice 10.50 11.50
Beef steers, fair to good.. s.7fu 9.50
8.76 (tf
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice.. s.25aü 9.2"
60
7.60
Cows, fair to rood
Cutters and feeder cows., 6.60 p 6.50
4.26
4.2f
Canners
C.2S
6.601
Hulls
Veal calves
8.5014.60
Feeders, good to choice... 10.26fflH.00
9.60
8.75
Feeders, fair to good
Stockers, pood to choice.. 8.759.60
8.00
Stackers, fair to good
7.60
6.50
5.50
Stockers, plain
&

lions.

boss

Good

ílí.9015.40

Sheen.
fat. good to ch. .. .$14.00 15.00
Lambs, fat, fair to good... 13.0014.00
Ijimbs, feeders
12 00 U 13.00
8.00 & 9.00
Yearlings
Ewes, fat, good to choice. 6.00 tf 7.00
8.00
6.00
Feeder ewes
Breeding ewes
7.5010.00
Dressed Poultry.
The following prices on dressed poultry are net F. O. U. Denver:
35
Turkeys. No. Is
SO
Turkeys, old toma
Turkeys, chulee
Hens, lb
28
27
22
Ducks, young
W24
18
tieese
W20
Kooslers
....14 J15
Turkeys,
Hens
Duckling

9

r

ul try.
I.lvc
lbs. or over

82
25
20
20
26

SO

18

('OHlings

Broilers, 1919
Cox
Springs

24
12
22

Í1S

024

' Kegs. strictly fresh, case
.814.75
count
lliiltrr.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade
Procesa butter
44
Packing stock

Eggs,

15.00
66
02
67
4714

Krnlt.
Apples. Colo., box
1.2503.50
Cantaloupes,
Kocky Ford,

2.00 2.50
standard crates
Cantaloupes, pihy crates. ... 1.6041.75
3.00tf3.25
Cherries, crate
Pears, Colo.. Uartlett, crate. 2.5O(g3.00
;

Pears, cooking:
Peaches. Colo., box
Plums, Colo., crate

TrKeti(lleB.

Means', navy, cwt

iieans,
Beans,
iieana,
Beans,

2.0K2.25

1.40'fl 1.75
1.50W2.00
9 00

8.50

4.50
.25
.12U
.20
20
.25
2.75
3.00
l.BOiy) 1.75
400 .45
2.76(8 3.00

pinto, cwt
lima, lb
green, lb
wax, lb

3.5010

I"?
18

Colo., doz. bunches
Beets, new, cwt
Cabbage, new, Colo., cwt
Carrots, doz
Carrots, new, cwt
Of
Cauliflower, lb
.85fc .(10
Celery, Colo
1.00
.85
Cucumbers, h. h.. dox...
.60
.30
Leaf lettuce, h. h.. duz..
1.60
76
head,
doz
Lettuce,
15
.20
Onions, table, doz
4.(i0W 5.00
Onions. Colo., cwt
.15
Peas, new. Telephone... .1214
2.258 2.50
Potatoes, new, Colo
40
.50
Radishes, round h. h
?0
.35
Radishes, long, h. h
03
Tomatoes, lb
44
Turnips, Colo., doz. bclis." .30" r0
2.00
Turnips, new, cwt
HAY AND (iRAIX.
(&

(rain.

(Buying price (bulk) carloads, f. o. b.
Denver.)
J2.R0
Corn, per cwt
2.31)
Oats, per cwt
2.50
Barley, per cwt

liny.

Timothy, No. 1, ton
Tlmothv. No. 2, ton
South Park, ton
Alfalfa, ton
Second Bottom No. 1, ton

J28.00

..27.00

27.50
20.00
24.00

1IIIJKS AMI PF.l.TS.

Denver Price Mat.
.
Butcher. 16 lbs. and up
Butcher, under lfi lbs
Fallen, all weights
Bulls and stags
Culls
Dry sale hides 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelts.

pelts

Wool

40c
40c
38c
20c
18c

'

35c
30c
25c
10c
20c

r

Short wool pelts
Butcher shearinfis. No. 1
No. 2 and murrain shearlings.. .
Bucks, saddles, pieces of pelts..
Green Suited Hides K.te.
Heavy cured No. 1 (over 25 lbs.)
Heavy cured No. 2 (over 25 lbs.)
Bulls, No. 1
Bulls. No. 2
(Hue hides and skins
Kip,

No.

27c
26c
20c
18c
15c
40c
38c
60c
68e

1

Kip. ..o. 2
Calf, No. 1
Calf. No. 2
Part cured hides, lc per lb. less than
cured.
Oreen hides. 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Suited Horselililea.
el0.00iirl2.10
No. 1
No.

2

Headless. 60o less.
Ponies and (Hue

9.00

10.00

4.00

7.00

siiri'Ai. i a it mors.
Colornilo Settlement Price.
Bar silver, J1.17H.
Cupper, pound, 21',423c
Lead. 86.25.
Fpelter, 87.06.
Tungsten, per unit, $7.5012.00.

EASTERN LIVESTOCK.,
At IiIoiiko.
Heavy, $14.50
Hogs
Chicago.
$15.00 16.25;
16.00; medium,
llht,
$16.6016.35; light light, $15.0016.00;
heavy packing sows, smooth, $13.75
14.25; packing sows, rough, J13.25
13.76; pigs. $14.7516.50.
Cattle Beef steers, medium and
heavy, choice and prime, J16.5018.25;
medium and good, $1 1.25 (jp 16.50: comlight, goud and
mon,
$8.6011.26;
choice, J 15.00 18.1 5; common and mebutcher
J8.00W15.00;
cattle,
dium.
6.5014.75; cows, $6.50
heifers,
cutters,'
canners and
1.1.60;
$6.60
6.60; veal calves, $ 19.50 20.75 ; feeder
$7.00012.50; stocker steers,
steers,

$6.2510.00; western rane sters.
$8.0015.00; cows and heifers, $6.50
13.00.

Sheep Lambs. $ 13.75 1 6.15 : culls
and common, $9.00 13.25; ewes, medium, good and choice, $6.758.00;
culls and common, $3.006.25; breeding, 7.0013.25.
Produce.
Creamery,
Butter

Cnlcnico

49
Chicago.
6214c
Eggs Firsts, 5364c; ordinary
firsts, 4445!4c: at mark, cases included,
454914c; storage packed

firsts, 54 14 55c.
Poultry Alive, springs. 27c: fowls,
2227c.
sacked, bulk,
Potatoes Northern,
whites, $2.152.35; Red River Ohios,
$2.602.76; Triumphs, $2.00.

court-marti-

BRINGS SURE ItELIEF
200 years GOLD MEDAL Ilaar-le- m tou need. Take three or four every dar
Oil has enabled suffering human- The healing oU soaks into the cells and
ity to withstand attacks of kidney, lining ol tlie kidneys and drives out
liver, bladder and stomach troubles the poisons. New Ufe and health will

For

New Mexico
and Arizona

and all diseases connected with the
urinary organs, and to build up and
restore to health organs weakened by
disease. These most important organs
must be watched, because they filter
and purify the blood: unless the; do
their work you are doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness, nervousness, despondency, backache, stomach
trouble, pains in the loins and lower
abdomen, travel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago all warn you of trouble
with your kidneys. GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules art the remedy

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
COMIVn RVKNTS.
Arizona Slute Fair Nov. 3 to I, 1911.

Agents of the Department of Justice,
at Gallup, New Mexico, seized a com
plete opium smoking outfit and several
parts of a whiskey still and arrested
the supposed owners.
The military department nt the university of Arizona under Major Boniface, has completed Its organization
with an increase of more than 100 In
Its personnel over last year.
The number of automohlle licenses
issued by the secretary of state of New
Mexico to date, has reached 17,379
which is Just 100 fewer than the highest numher last December.
Federal aid project No. Í1Q has been
submitted for approval to the Department of Agriculture.
This is a road,
six miles In length, extending from the
southern boundary of Sandoval county
to the city of Bernalillo. Its estimated

purity-w- ith

1

P

SVPMÚ
Absolute

surely follow. When your normal vigor
has been restored continue treatment
for a while to keep yourself in condition and prevent a return of the disease.
Don't wnit until you are Incapable of
fighting.
Start takin GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules today.
Tour
druggist will cheerfully refund your
money if you are sot satisfied with
results. But be sure to ret the original
imported GOLD MEDAL snd accept no
In three sizes.
Sealed
substitutes.
packages.
At all drug" stores.

one good reaMon niyyr
virtues-- fa
one
know m will UkaFarmar Jonas Sorshom Blend Byraparm
ou try It. Its superior aoodneu is plodsaa
5 osas label and
ea depomj upon it.

all its own

pAiiHEnJO'lES
Sorghum Blend Syrup'
(Made hr an exclusiva process which makas It wkotesoMs,
economical and delicious from can grown In oar own fields.
Nw I ! wttkMS tkli
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Wilson Patent
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In the Tijeras canon road project a
piece of work for which the contract
was $18,000, Is neurlng completion and
will be ready for traffic In a day or
two.
The project covers the rond
through Tijeras cañón in New Mexico.
and was surveyed by the Good Roads
Bureau, the contract being let to the
Springer Company. The location sur
vey for the road frdm Tijeras post
office to the Kills ranch Is completed
The advance estimate amounting "to
SltVUKK) will be rectified when the survey is complete.
Investigation of the wholesale and
retail places in Phoenix where groceries, meat, vegetables or fruit are for
sale, conducted by members of the food
administration under George II. Smal-ley- ,

Federal Executive Secretary, at
the Instance of County Attorney Laney
has revealed the fact that many deal
ers are charging excessive prices in
me or more lines of oods. The report made by the men of the food ad
ministration, who investigated 101
dealers In the county, has been turned
over to Federal Food Administrator
Tlmothv A. Riortlan and United States
Attorney Thomas A. Flynn.
The New Mexico highway depart
ment has received notice that the dl
rector of storage of the War Depart
tnent has been directed to ship the fol
lowing War Department supplies for
use In highway construction In New
Holt tractor and
Mex'co: One
Reo tractors from Norfolk,
three
10-to- n

gauge locomotives
Va. ; seven
V type dump cars;
ami six
water carts.
gallon
seven
three 4x5 cylinder pumps nnd 17 pis
r
pumps; It transits, 22
ton
level rods, one hand level and 52 steel
h

More Economical
Than Coffee
Better for Health
and Costs Less

f

nstanf ostein
A table drink made

"quick as a wink" by
placing a spoonful in a
cup, then adding hot
water, and sugar and
cream to taste.

INSÍÍXT

s asa

hand-powe-

tapes.

C

jslísstyWiss'
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"There's a Reason
brPOSTUM
Mad. by

Postum Cereal Company
Battle Creek, Mich.

h

Cask Grain In Chlengo.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 mixed, $1.42:
No. 2 yellow, $1.421.43.
Oats No. 2 white, 7114 7214c; No. 3
White, 6914 07214c.
P.ye No. 2, $1.4201.4214.
Barley $1.21 1.34.
Tlmntky $8.6011.25.

(

Nsjw Recip Book Sent FREE
wmu am mil U
cost Is $48,000.
4ru JfcJLi M
THI Fowl scon SossHtm Stsue Co.
The directors of the Chamber of
Sluts M tort StU. aúa and Plo BluS, Alh.
,UMlu'ltwV
V
Bms
alnraS
Commerce of I'hoenix, appointed a
committee to arrange for the housing
of the large numbers of visitors. expected from all parts of Arizona during the stale fair November 3rd to 8th,
inclusive. The committee will cooperYou can prevent this loathsome disease from runnlngr
through your statle and cure all the colts suffering- with.
ate with the State Fair Commission.
It when you begin the treatment No matter how young.
Tlie Arizona Cattle Growers' AssoSPOHS'S D1STKMPER COMPOUND Is safe to use on any
ciation will call a special convention
colt. It is wonderful how It prevents all distempers,
to be held In I'hoenix, probably In Nohow colts or horses at ally age ar "exposed."
vember, to decide what will be done by
SPOHX MEDICAL CO., G JShen, lad., V. S. A.
the association in tlie matter of the
Kenyon and Kendrlck bills, now beof
fore Congress, for
the packing and cattle industries.
Perry Bean of Koswell, New Mexico,
Positively Guaranteed From
who has one of the most up to date
iüpping. Stretching or Breaking
dairies In the state, has Just recently
Inquire of Your Dialer
installed a 1,'JOO milking machine to
Never-Brea- k
Wilson Trace & Mfg. Co.
1721-handle the products of the dairy. The
Lswnacs St., Dtsmr, i.'t
new machine will milk four cows at u
time and Mr. Bean says It Insures ab- HALEY'S COMET 61 YEARS AGO WAR HECORD OF LEVIATHAN
solute cleanliness In the handling of
the milk.
Transport Carried
Same Terific Wanderer in Space Monster
of Soldiers to
Governor I.nrrazolo of New Mexico
That Has Appeared Down
again extended executive clemency
French Ports.
the Ages.
when he commuted the sentence and
then grunted conditional pardons to
The world was up all night Septem
lne giant transport Leviathan, folBonnie MacKinnon unci his brother, W. ber 12, 1910. Haley's comet blnzed lowing her arrival In New York' hnr-bBonnie MacKinnon of Grant county, across the roof of the world. This
with Gen. I'ershlng and troops of
who had been sentenced to serve ten to "trreat comet." whose revolution oc- the First division, brought to a close
fifteen years in the penitentiary in 1917 cupied 292 years, wns first seen In Aug- her Important service In helping win
for second degree murder.
ust, 1858, by a gentleman In Altoona, the war. The big ship, after
for passenger service, is to be
Owing to the unusually large crops but Haley's comet, named after the
which have been raised around Itoy astronomer who calculated Its prog turned bnck to the United Stntes shipNew Mexico this year and the scarcity
ress. Is the same terlflc wanderer In ping board, the agency which seized
of threshing machines, the farmers are depths of space that has appeared It when the L'nlted States entered the
now facing a possible. loss on account down the ages, and to which succes- war. While the future of the ship-iof not being able to get their grain sive names hove, bqen given Beln's
uncertain,, It is reported that she
Nearly all the machines In comet, Donati's comet, etc. From the will be assigned to Amerlcnn passenthreshed.
the vicinity are working day and night records of history It seems that the ger trade between New York and
and still It Is thought that some of the comet nppears to foretell some world Liverpool, with possible extension in
grain will not be threshed before. disaster. It appeared before the full the future of a service to Hamburg.
Christmas.
of Jerusalem under Titus; In the reign
The Leviathan, formerly the Vater-lani- l,
the second largest ship In the
Tlie laboratory and clinic for Doug- of Louis the Debonair, 837, and Ihe
las, Arizona and vicinity has been king died shortly after; It appeared world, was Interned In New York by
opened to the public. Tlie laboratory before the death of Caesar, 43 15. C. the Germans In 1914. She was "wilis in charge of Miss Wllla McNltt as Again It appeared three years after fully damaged" to the extent of more
After being reconShe received her training the capture of Constantinople by the than $1,0X),000.
technician.
at the I'hiliukiphin Polytechnic hospit Turks, 1450. It appeared In 1S01, Just ditioned by American engineers, she
al and has been employed in several of before the Civil war, and In 1U10, be- was assigned as a transport, and
during and since the war made 19
the large laboratories of the east. fore the great war.
What Is a comet? It is n member round trips on the Atlantic, carrying
Special attention will be given Wnsser-a- ,
nun tests and for laboratory experiof the solar republic a hirsute star, a total of 185,500 soldiers, of whom
mental work, guinea pigs, mice, sheep a vagabond orb, that travels at almovt 98,321 were carried oversens through
and rabbits having already been pro- Incalculable speed, whose tail Is fifty-fiv- e submarine Infested seas. She was albut her
cured.
million miles long who approach- ways a mark for
President Wilson has signed a proc es the sun, not to be consumed in It, speed and the armament with which
lamation adding 29,440 acres to tlr but to draw from that radiant source she wns equipped saved her.
Thrf the energy necessary for Its future
Crook National Forest, Ariz.
What's Repartee?
binds added are located In the Win travels In the unknown abyss of the
" Ta, whnt Is repartee?"
Chester mountains and southeast of the firmament. It hns Its own orbit which
"It Is, as a rule, an Insult with a
Galium division of tlie Crook forest. It follows. What mind dare follow
dress suit on, my son."
They are rough and broken In charac- that?
ter anil are not suitable for agricultur
Anybody can make a fool of him
The happiness that you vainly seek
Practically the entire
al purposes.
tract is covered with a stand of oak, self, and we all get plenty of oppor the world over, Is nil the time within
you, nestled close to your own heart.
tunities.
juniper, and cedar timber of fair quail-ity-

Sold by Grocers and General Stores

No Raise in Price
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state authorities and staged some riotous demonstrations the federal troops
were sent there In a hurry and quiet
was at once restored. Gen. Leonard
Wood, commanding the central depart-

OF

CURREII1JVEIITS

ment, hastened from Omaha, where he
had been suppressing the race war,
and took personal command In the
steel town. He turned his attention
Immediately to the reds and a raid on
their headquarters was productive of
quantities of revolutionary matter, to
say nothing of guns and ammunition.
Martial law was proclaimed and then
General Wood established a censorship on all news relating to raids and
arrests by the military. It was made
clear that the troops were there to preserve lives and property and not to Interfere with the strike, but as soon as
the radicals were routed and the soldiers were posted throughout the town
the steel workers who wished to work
returned to the mills In greatly Increased numbers. In the entire Chicago district many more plants resumed operation, the average force being perhaps 50 per cent of normal.
were
In the East also
active against the radicals, the most
spectacular happening, being a raid at
Welrton, W. Va., In which 187 alleged
members of the I. W. W. were seized,
marched to the public square and
forced to kneel and kiss the American
flag. Seven of them were held by federal agents and the rest were run out
of the town. These were all Finns
and the strike leader there said If It
was true that they were reds organized labor would not defend them.
Though the people of the United
States generally have no great love
for the United States Steel corporation, and though Chairman Gary did
not arouse ony Increased sympathy for
It by lils talk to the senate committee
on labor, there Is a widespread feeling
that a victory for It in this strike will
be beneficial to the country as a whole.

Industrial Conference Begins Its
Efforts to Accomplish a
Tremendous Task.
MANY PLANS ARE SUGGESTED
Radical Elements in the Steel Strike
Getting the Worst of It British
Railway Strike Ended Senate
Deadlock on Peace Treaty
Possible.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Alarm over the condition of President Wilson was considerably allayed
by the favorable reports Issued lust
week by his physicians. lie was kept
quiet, In spite of his protests, and wus
not permitted to pay unj attention to
the mass of public business awaiting
him. The result of this treatment was
his steady Improvement, though he
may not be able to resume his official
duties for some time. The Inactivity
Irked him greatly and Mrs. Wilson and
the doctors had to exercise their ingenuity to keep him from getting in
communication with public men.

the president could not
ttend the opening of the Industrial
Of course

conference

which he had summoned,

but it began Its sessions,

In

the

building, with 60 delegates
present, equally divided among the
public, the employers and labor. Secretary of the Interior Lane was made
permanent chairman and then the delegates, split into groups, got busy on
the program that should be followed.
Naturally, they were swamped with
suggestions of all sorts and from all
parts of the country, and the Job of
sifting out the reasonable plans was a
big one. The rules adopted were designed to prevent the wasting of time
by extremists and' cranks who might
wish to talk at length on their theories,

The big railway strike In Great Britain was settled by a compromise
agreement,

Work to be resumed forthwith.
On full resumption of work, negotiations shall be continued with the understanding they will be completed before December 31, 1919.
Wages will be stabilized In the United Kingdom at their present level up
to September 30, 1920. Any time after
August 1, 1920, they may be reviewed
in the light of circumstances then existing.
No adult railway man shall receive
less than 50 shillings a week so long
as the cost of living Is not less than
110 per cent above prewar prices.
Also, the principle of the "open
shop" was maintained.

whether radical or reactionary.
The somewhat hazy but mighty task
set for this conference Is the discovery
of some method of accomplishing Industrial peace, of bringing about on
understanding between employers and
workers, of ending or lessening strikes
and lockouts so that production may be
Increased and high costs lowered.
Every group, and probably every individual delegate, has more or less definite Ideas as to how all this may be accomplished, and It Is to be hoped the
conference can hit on the right ones
and bring about their adoption.
The first plan presented to the conference was for an Immediate Industrial truce to continue three months,
which would stop nil strikes at once.
This was proposed by Chairman
of the public group, and follows
the scheme adopted In France. The
second proposition, made by Chairman
Oompers of the labor group, was for
Immediate arbitration of the steel
strike by a board of six, two to be appointed by each group In the conference; this contemplated the Immediate
return of the strikers to work pending
Ba-ruc- h

the results ot the arbitration.

A

third

resolution, offered by Gavin McNab
of San Francisco, of the public group,
was for a permanent arbitration board,
shall
of which all living
be members.

the main points of which

are:

Senator Cummins says his committee on Interstate commerce is going to
force a vote In congress on two great
labor questions compulsory arbitration and the right of organized labor
to strike regardless of the public welfare. This Is to be done by a favorable
report on the Cummins railroad bill.
The measure has provision prohibiting strikes and lockouts on the transportation systems and creating a board
before which disputes between the
workers and the corporations must be
taken for settlement. This board
would have four members from each
side, and In case of a deadlock the
question at Issue would be referred to
a board of five named by the president.
Mr. Cummins predicted the senate
feawould approve of the
tures of the bill, despite the opposition
of the American Federation of Labor
and the railway brotherhoods.
antl-strlk- e

Goinpers and the other
. If Samuel
The predicted deadlock In the senconservatives ' who have dominated,
and presumably still dominate the ate seemed last week In a fair way to
American Federation of Labor, are become a reality. Little progress toward a vote was made and Senator
wholly sincere, they must be. secretly
pleased with the developments In the Hitchcock told Secretary .Tumulty to
steel strike. It Is becoming more and let the president know there would be
more apparent that the strike was nothing concerning the treaty requirforced and Is being managed by the ing his attention for some time. The
radicals who have been trying to gain probable date of final action on the
control of union lubor In America, and pact has been advanced to November
there Is Increasing Evidence that those 10 and there Is a chance that the deadradicals are going to fail In both their lock will not be broken until much latImmediate and their ultimate alms. er. The Democratic senators who favor the treaty as It stands, being nuUncle Sam is taking a hand In the sitmerous enough to defeat ratification,
most
whom
of
"reds,"
and
the
uation
are foreigners In symupMiy with, if not seem determined to compel at least the
adoption of the very mildest of reserIn actual communication with the
of Europe, are finding that he vations Instead of the Lodge program.
is not to be trifled with. When the Mr. Hitchcock hus admitted the necesradicals at Gary defied the local and sity of some sort of a compromise, but
-
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aches, my back
ached all the time.
I was tired and had

Í

no ambition for any
thing., I had taken

W'

a number of

Escape of Launch

Party in Gulf Hurricane

CORPUS CnRISTI, TEX. "Kismet," says the Turk It Is fated. Narrow
from death In the recent gulf hurricane would fill many volumes.
Here's one out of the ordinary: The launch Wuldo left here the day before
the storm for a trip In the outer bay.
Those In the launch party Included Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Anderson
of Houston, T. A. Shearer of Sherman,
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Roark of Dallas,
Mr. and Mrs. Guertz and daughter of
San Antonio, and Walter Agnew,
John Webster and James McAllister
of Corpus Chrlstl, and L. M. WoodMcAllister

ward of Houston.

owned

the launch. The party was formed
In honor of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson.
what the president will be willing to
who were recently married- - The party
accept, in view of his uncompromising
stopped Saturday evening at Corpus Pass to pass the night at the Newport
statements, is unknown.
club. At midnight they were awakened by the coming of the hurricane.
The Italian governmental
crisis
Just then a tent floor carried on the crest of the waves was swept toward
having compelled the adjournment of them. Two of the men leaped Into the water
and dragged It In. Tying the
the parliament, the peace treaties with women securely to the floor, the men launched out Just as a deluge of water
Germany and Austria were ratified by covered their late place of refuge.
royal decree of King Victor Emmanuel
For some time the unwieldy craft was lmttered about, entirely at the
and will become effective within 15 mercy of the churning waters. Finally It was thrown ashore upon what
days. All the British dominions hav- remained of Mustang Island, a plot of ground hardly more
than 20 feet square.
ing now ratified the German treaty, Its
There they remained until the coming of dawn Monday. The waters had
ratification by the empire Is complete. iubslded somewhat and from an old flshermnn who had survived the storm
they obtained their first food In 30 hours. Later aviators dropped them some
According to dispatches from Berlin, provisions.
the threuts of the supreme council to
Woodward, by means of a raft, made his way to the mainland and brought
renew the blockade brought Germany In word that the party was safe, six days after their departure.
to terms and her troops In the Baltic
countries are being withdrawn. The
government saves Its face by stating Sultan Bob McLean of the Marines and His Harem
that Gen. von der Goltz has yielded to
its appeal, v
YORK. The marine corps here Is putting on new airs over SergL
NEW
McLean of the recruiting station, 21 East Twenty-thirstreet. He's
Another complication In the uffalrs Just learned he's the sultan of Llang-LlanPhilippine Islands, and the proud
of southern Russia Is announced. possessor of an island three miles
A
Gen. Simon Petlura, the Ukrainian around, and all It contains, including
leader, has declared war on General a harem of 40 women count 'em, 40 !
Denlklne, the commander of the
And what's more, Sergeant McLean is
army that Is steadily fight- starting for Llang-Llanto take posing Its way up to Moscow. And at the session. You see,
It's this way:
same time comes word that the RusThe sergeant spent two years of
sian volunteer army has surprised and his service among
the Moros. The
attacked the Ukrainians, a violent but- sultan adopted htm and died the other
tle resulting.
Further north the day, making the marine his heir. Says
troops of the north Russian government
the sergeant:
had some successes against the reds
"The sultan's house was two
and Admiral Kolchak reported that his
stories high and made of nlpa fiber.
Siberian troops had recovered Tobolsk
It was set upon stilts eight feet high and had 20 rooms. The cows and pigs
from them. An interesting story from
and chickens were kept In the space underneath the stilts. The women of the
Helslngfors, Finland, Is to the effect
ba&em were off In quarters by themselves, and I never set eyes upon them.
that Trotzky tried to bring about the
"The sultan was quite an educated man, and spoke English quite fluently.
arrest of Lenine, but, failed and In- He was eighty years old. I told hlra all about America and our ways, and
stead was himself pluced under arrest he would
sit and listen for hours. He grew so fond of me that he
In Moscow on orders of the bolshevik
said he wanted to make me his legal son, since he had no legitimate male
premier.
heir. One day I received a summons to come to him at once and bring two
of my friends along. I took Frank Korncum, who was killed In France, and
The American troops that have been Sergeant Walter of the marine corps along with me. When we reached the
serving In Siberia are beginning to sultan's home we were ushered Into the public hall. There I found the sultan
come home, and the public should be looking very stately and Important.
prepared to hear all kinds of stories of
"My friends and I were taken Into an adjoining room and dressed In long
the shocking hardships these lads flowing robes. The sultan bared his chest and made a little slush in It with a
think they have undergone. Further- Moro kris. Then he cut my chest. Taking a drop of blood from his chest he
more, It Is said to be certain that inmixed It with a drop of my blood, and from then on I was his adopted son. I
vestigation Into the actions of certain left that next week and I have never seen him since."
of their officers will be demanded. The
morale officer who was sent to Siberia
by the war department says there Is
French Heel and Manhole Stop Veda the Sprinter
little foundation for the complaints
that are sure to be made as soon as
yestere'en.
the nwn re discharged, but that will CHICAGO. Idyllic, indeed, was the course of their true love until
Lyons had surrendered her heart to Harry Holmes and Florence
not stop the impending clamor.
Murray's beat as one with that of James Morton. Ah, Cupid, ah But the
Snagtooth
details... Veda's hero
The Italian council of ministers has
Holmes, the boys called hlra was a
quesproposed a solution of the Flume
safeblower; so was Florence's king,
tion, namely, that the city be occupied
whom she addressed as Big Jim. June
by regular troops pending a decision
17 the West Cleveland (Ohio) bank
by the peace conference as to Its diswas held up by four men. They obposition ; but this Is to be conditional
tained $50,000 in cash and Í10.000 In
on Italy's being given the mandate to
Liberty bonds.
uncity
of
offalrs
the
the
administer
Since then Veda's Lochlnvar has
der the League of Nations. The ItalLikewise Florbeen apprehended.
ians were greatly exercised by the reence's Don Juan has been pinched.
port that their government had reThey now languish in a Cleveland
ceived warnings as to Flume from both
gaol. But the cash and the bonds
Great Britain and the United States.
have not been found. Wherefore, Detective Sergeants Thomas M. McFarland
It Is true that Baron Hardlnge, under
John Carton and Capt. Michael Lee of the Fiftieth street station tiptoed
and
secretary for foreign affairs, told Italy
up to a building at 3541 Grand boulevard. There, in the second floor flat,
that Britain was surprised that the
lived Flo and Veda.
D'Annunzio matter was not being setCaptain Lee tapped lightly on the door. No answer. But a window
nothing
Is
tled more speedily, but there
to the side
to show that any such message went opened softly overhead. McFarland heard It He slipped around
Meanwhile D'An- of the house. He remembered that Veda used to be a movie actress of the
from Washington.
gymnast type. Pretty soon he descried two French heels emerging from a
nunzio maintains his hold on the disputed city and prepares for war with window. They were followed by two trim ankles. McFarland turned his head
His observers have to see what time It was. In the interim the possessor of the heels emerged
the
way swiftly to terra firma. Deftly making a
told him the Serbs are concentrating from the window and made her
impede her perambulation, she darted away.
In large numbers, so he has mined the girdle of her klrtle, so as not to
harbor and placed his troops on the He gave chase. She hurdled the back fence. So did he. She hurdled another
alley. Then one of her French heels became
lines of defense. The Serbian officials, fence and dashed into another
wedged in the interstices of a manhole cover.
on the other hand, deny they seek hostilities with the Italians or are preparing for a fight. If any force is gather1,200-Acr- e
Farm
lllj Crippled and Weary Given
ing to try to take Flifme It Is composed of volunteers.
ILL. Robert AUerton's gift of 1,200 acres to be used as a
Long lists of German army and HONTICELLO, sanitarium and home for tired mothers and crippled children.
of crimes has been formally accepted by the supervisors of Piatt county. The tract,
navy
officers accused
against the recognized rules of warfare which lies two and one-hamiles to
have been prepared by Great Britain, the northeast of Montlcello, Is one of
France and Belgium, and the surren- the most fertile farms in this section
der of these men for trial by
of the state. It now is under intense
will be demanded of Germany cultivation, and it Is expected that
In accordance with the treaty. The profits derived from its operation will
lists Include submarine commnnders, make the institution
Zeppelin and airplane pilots, the makMr. Allerton is giving the land to
ers and crew of the "Big Bertha" that the county outright as a memorial to
bombarded Paris, the German officers his father, the late Samuel Allerton
who acted as town mayors In Belgium of Chicago, and his friend, the late
and who were responsible for deporta- John Phalen.
tions and cruelties, the German docThe acceptance of the farm was
tors who let prisoners die without at- made by a select committee of the board of supervisors, consisting of Roy H.
tention, and the cruet German prison
Jones, William Hughes and J. M. Branch. The legal steps preparatory to putcamp guards. The United States has ting the sanitarium into operation must be delayed until the regular meeting
no such list, but Is bound to Join with of the full board of supervisors.
the entente nations in demanding the
A tax levy for the building of the sanitarium will be passed at the next
extradition of the former kaiser and meeting of the board of supervisors and funds will be available for the
in trying him before a special court.
"ection of the buildings early next spring.

medi-

cines which did mo
no good. One day
I

1 Secretary of Labor Wilson addressing the opening session of the Industrial conference In Washington. 2
King and queen of the Belgians and crown prince with Mayor Peters of Boston and the welcoming committee on
the steps of the public library. 3 Confiscated beer being poured Into Lskn Michigan at Chicago by order of Federal Judge Landla;

HEWS REVIEW

"I

Providence, R. I.
was all run
down in health, was nervous, had head- -

read about Lydis

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
what it had done for
' '
'
women, so I, tried
My nervousnes
and backache and
headaches disappeared. I gained in
weight and feel fine, so I can honestly
recommend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to any woman who ia
suffering as I was." Mrs. Adeline B.
Lynch, 100 Plain St, Providence, R. I.
Backache and nervousness are symptoms or nature's warnings, which in,

it

dicate a functional disturbance or an
unhealthy condition which often develops into a more serious ailment
Women in this condition should not
continue to drag along without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch a experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoundand for special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Med.Co. , Lynn, Mass.

Versatility.
"Versatile?" said the genius' friend
musingly.
"Yes, on the whole. I
think' I should call Jones versatile.
He's the sort of man who, If he were
a piece of furniture, would be one of
those book cases that turn Into a folding bed at night."

Lift

.

qffComs!

Doesn't hurt a bit and Freezono
costs only a few cents.

d

""fir I? fr

g

With Jour fingers ! Tou can lift oft
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet.
A tiny bottle of "Freezone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon the corn or callus. In- -'
stnntly it stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callus
right off, root and all. without one bit
of pain or soreness.. Truly I No humbug

Adv.

!

Rome and Romeo.

"Was Rome founded by Horneo?" Inquired a pupil of the teacher.
"No, my boy," replied the wise man.
"It was Juliet who was found dead
by Romeo."
Two Estimates.
"Cholly Woggles regards himself as
a great catch."
"The poor Ush."

It
duce

would take 27,000 spiders to pro1 pound of web.

Cold!
Watch
That
and
tend to throw an
Chills

colda

extra burden on the kidneya and poisons, that well kidneys normally throw
off, accumulate. That may be why
you have been feeling so tired, irritable and half sick since that cold.
Don't wait for worse troubles to set
in! If you suffer constant backache,
headaches,
dizzy spells and irregular
kidney action, get a box of Doan't
Kidney Pili todny. Doan's are helping thousands. Ask your neighborl

Case
A New Mexico
W. H. Carson.

Jugo-Sluv-

a

lf

400

W. Spruce St., Doming, N. Méx., says:
"Sometimes when I
do too much heavy
work or catch cold
my back and kidneys
bother me. When I
bend over
catch me and
fains hardly
straighten. I have spells of

sharp

dizziness and spots
seem to float before
my eyes. As soon as
I feel an attack of
this trouble coming
on I use Doan's Kid
ney Pills. They always straighten m
up In food shape."
Ct Dean's at Any Stora, Oe a Boa

DOAN'S

CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

court-marti-

1

Soothe Your
Itchind Skin
With Guticura
All dnutfffirt: rVwpSS, Ointment
Bum pi

Aoh

free of "0tticr,

TO,

Dojtfc.

Talon t

I, Bmu.

ÁOodCough

If neglected, often leads to serious trouble.
Safeguard your health, relieve your diatreis
aad soothe your irritated throat by taking

S

SCO
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$1.50

Suhicriplioi

matter
Entered aa second-clas- s
postoffice in Roy, New Mexico

Rescources:

at the

Loans and Discounts
U. S. Bonds
Real Estate, Furn, and Fix.

and
Dandy Heavy Horse Team,
years old, good condition also met
team at a bargain and on
any terms to suit purchaser.
LONEY DE WEESE,
Mosquero, N. M.

8

6

$258,173.23
2.500.00

8-1-

3,630.00
43.71
41,584,68

Overdrafts
Cash and Exchange

lowest possible price, we aré
In line with the Avery policy of always selling: their tractors at the
and 5 h. p. three and five disc Avery
now authorized to announce new prices on the popular

Liabilities:
Capital, Surplus and Profits
Deposits

GROW WITH US

Roy, October

20 to 26

NO CHARGE FOR CONSULTATION OFFICE AT

Wildman's

If you have wheat for sale, see

LOOK

J. E. Whit

The Best Things to Eat

ATTENTION!

THAT THE MARKET AFFORDS
Your trade will be Appreciated.
Come in and get acquainted at

Special Issue next week, czder your extras while you cant
get them at 5c a copy POSTIVELY 10c A COPY after the

Wildman' s

press stops,-- for we are printing only 2&H0 and they are

Dont forget to bring your
Butter and Eggs

BaumBros
Ó

going like

P. &

W.v-:ÍavÍí-

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

i
The toatented and
'?W4)&. exclusive "Neverslip"
leaiure ui una
d
and
prettily-shaDe-

,

mmmm&w.
i

nw

1

and

limisses rubber holds
Mr

;4

n,irrlir

Ka ilfkpl

martting ur.
rwitnoui
daintiest
the
f
--

(

shoe finish.
And this selfsame
rubber wui wear a doui
twice os long as the
usual run for it is a

4

"STRAIGHT-LINE-

'

E

'

i;j

--

m

Auto and tractor oils

Roy, N. M.
If you have wheat for sale see

John II. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M.

Rember Special
Issue next week

5c a copy, 10c after it is off

I..

A

12-dis-

c

tctS W

Floersheim
Mercantile

the press, order NOW
FGR SALE.

of Roy, on

ThursOct 23, 19
Sale to commence

"Van

Company

Brunt" wheat drill, good as new
Tom Blankensihpn, Roy, N. M

see- -

L. E. Deubler-

-

14 head Cattle

1

yr-oi-

ld

reasonable prices.

FARM MACHINERY

new riding lister,

inch
wagjMv, 1 riding cultivator,,
Moline corn sled, 1 double (isa
FOR SALE
a crod work mules and one Mfclíne plow. 1
hacww
mare, also a mower and i rake. lj6k hay barge, set leather haC'
roses, set chain haw ess,, sood
E. F. Ivey
istock saddle, 22barrel
waAer
ítank, 1 Economy Kjn& ereaoaa
A big block of
WANTED:
separator 600 capt
land to disc, plow or drill by tito
e
Good
acre or day.
team, can put on two teas. 10 ton bundle oane, ttgcrtaan
nd millet, 13 acrs good, vkite eorn
Write what you want
P. in shock, household goods and
to
pay
will
you
H
wages
M.
N.
Dawson,
other articlts.
Upton,
Elkins

Estray small báy hoars mule
has, both ears split and PHM or
BHM on left h'p and Y on left
thigh. Is at my farm on Route
1
Rov. owner eret him and
pay.

Monte Woodward

r

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

Suits. Dresses, Skirts, all kinds
of clothing for women and men
cleaned, pres35d and repaired
Mrs.- - E: M. Naranjo, Roy,

Complete Index to All Lands
and Town Property in - Mqn
County,

N. M.

10 o'clock

Does your suit need to
extra good roan Shorthorn 24
and pressed? If so
cow giving milk nesii in
d
W. F. cows fresh
Feb. 2
Tourists and Land-SeekeMarcn, extra good w. n; cows
Will find this the right place.
fresh F9b, 4 extra good W. R
calves fimo old, 3 6 mo old Sherrt
Mxs- Frank Seidel Proprietor.-CleaKodak Finishing:: I am now pre horn heifers.
pared to do all kinds, mail them
Rooms for rent
to L. E. Deubler
We solict your paironagtfc
wtlüet 13yrs, good work mulos
Cleaning and Pressing at 3 do2 Leghorn hens

Cleaning and Pressing

- Roy,

at

Photos

For farm views

sharp thefollowing to wit

1

Springer,

1

SI,

FEED

four-hors-

To Rent on Shares; 100 acres
of coed wheat land in fine condi
tion and ready to be prepared
and sown now. W, H. Guthman
Roy, N, M.

i

2 mules

comfort, as a try-o- n
quickly proves.

Styles for men, women, children
''Double wear trom every yu"

'

New Cafe

Rubber, made by
"STRAIGHT-LIN-

Public Sale

rs

",

Goodrich and superior
in quality, style, fit and

Why Should He? The World Is Hit.
"an. Englishman comes Into a draw-Ingrnooift a tf he owned It. An Amer- Irani oomes into a drawing room as
....I will off. t Public Auction at my Iff ha dktat care a damn who owned
farm 4 miles east mile south of íti'. taudw Sketch.
Mills, 9 miles north 1 mile east

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
in Rooms
Cold
Water
and
Hot
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot in the
Main Business District

urui-weig-

ladies'

ORDER NOW

hot-cak- es

El Dorado Hotel

ÁígracefuL rubber one that ,
stays "ohyet never marks the shoe

stock

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

New Mexico

Tucumcari,

which counteract the vibration of

Samson
Windmills

more

While our stock of Racket Goods has not arrived,
We will endeavor to serve you with

been found possible by avia-- ,
tors to use magnetic, compasses by
mounting them on horsehair cushions,

Wind mills, Well casing
pumps and cylinders, Gas
Try the new
pipe,

40-8- 0

25-5-

Come in and see samples and get your Avery Tractor for fall work.

GROCERIES, Vegetables

Valuable Discovery.

Farm Wagons &

18-3-

5--

Is open for business
WITH A CLEAN NEW STOCK OF

It has

Farm
Implements

12-2- 5

The newest store in town

Kansas-Bre-

three-year-ol-

and

0

14-2-

CASH STORE

Roy, N.M

if

FOR SALE Six good young cows
all with calves at side, price $80.00
d
milk
around. Also two
cows, 5 month calves with each. Milk
cows are exceptionally good, well
broke, never had calves to suck, price
$150.00 each. See or write
PAUL KINGSBURY,
Mosquero, N. M.

Avery are two of the s'x sizes of Avery tractors with all these specialH. P. The Avery Company also make
and
features. The other sizes are
wfüh six
H. P. Avery Tractor, the wonderful Avery Motor Cultivator now built
a special
cylinders and a siae Avery Thresher and Plow for every Avery Tractor.
This

Kitchel Hotel

High
heifers for
Grade Short-Hor- n
Rale. Roans and Reds, most of
them bred to registered Short
See them at my
Horn bull.
farm 4 miles north of Solano.
J. H. White, Roy. N. M. R 1

,

d,

There's a Size Avery Tractor for every size farm

your teeth.

beds,
tanks

Valves-in-Hea-

Inner

Call early And let us examine

of

-

,

as the Avery "Draft-Horse- "
These tractors have the improved and well known Avery features such
Transmission, Duplex Gasifiers which turn kerosene into gas and
Motor, "Direct-Drive- "
Parctically Unbreakable Crank Shaft, Reburn it all, Adjustable Crank Shaft Boxes, Two Bearing
Universal Wheel Lugs, Round Radiator, etc.
Cylinder Walls,
newable

$305,931.62

of Springer, will be in

40 head

12-2-

"

Tractors as above.

$ 40,953.77
2C4.077.8')

D. D. S.

'

.

8--

H. S. MURDOCH

& Co.

H. P. 3 Disc Tractor now $700
H. P. Disc Tractor now $1000

6

12-2- 5

$303,931.62

entist

John H. Moore

AVERY

NEW PRICES ON

Condensed report of the Roy Trust & Savings Bank
as made to the State Bank Examiner as of September

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F, &i A. M..
ACACIA LOUGE no, á3i
Meets 2d an J
days of

4 th

Satur-

moth

F. S. Brown,
Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons

W-.- .

Vt

welcon..

I.O. O.ÍF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46

TERMS QF SAL5
Months time
without inwrest if joid when du; If
Every Wednesday
not paid, when due to drw 12 per
cent inwest irom m ttntü pid; pur
Evening
,
cnaser riving banKaW note or an
welVisiting
always
Brothers
proved security. $10 and under cash:
.
J!
io per censi cusunt on sums over come.
$10. No property to be removed until
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
ottled for.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.

Emilio

Pampagnin,
Owners

George E. Cochrane, Auctioneer
E. G. Parks, Clerk
LUNCH AT NOON
.Bring your own Blinking Cup
Optimistic Thought
pilnelpnl foundations of all
ates art SkhI laws and tood. rauv
The

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. 0.
Mrs. Myra O. Derkes. N. G
--

F.-Hal-

Visitinji Slaters welcoma

.

'"

THE SPAW'SH.ASSHICAN.

NOTICE OF SALE UNDER
CHATTLE MORTGAGE
Notice is hereby given that we,
Floersheinj Mercantile Company of Roy
Mora County, State of New Mexico,
will on the 20th day of October, A. D.
1919," under and by virture of the
power of sale contained in a certain
Chattle Mortgage executed an3 delivered to us on the 9th day of December,
A. D. 1916, by one Jose Leon Romero,
of said county and state, to Secure the
payment of a certain promissory note
of even date therewith for the sum of
$100.00 principal, and interest at the
rate of 12 per cent per annum from
date until paid, and also providing for
the payment of an Attorney's fee of
10 per cent on amount of principal and
interest due if placed in the hands of
an attorney for collection, which has
become necessary and has been placed
in the hands of J. B. Lusk, attorney
at law of Koy, said county and state,
atd on which there is now due and unpaid the sum of $147.40, and the costs
of this sale, will offer for sale at
public auction at the stock pens in Roy,
described
for cash the following
animals, to wit: Four head .of cows
with calves at side, one dry cow, two
heifers two years old, and two yearling
heifers, all branded "L R" on left
shoulder, to the highest and best bidder therefor, said sale to be held between the hours of 10 o'clock A. M.
and 4 o'clock P. M. of said day.
Witness our hand this 22nd, day of
September, A. D. 1919.
FLOERSIIEIM MERCANTILE CO.
J. B. Lusk, Attorney,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, II.. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Job B.
Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M., who,
on March 8, 1916, made Homestead
Entry, No. 021777, for
Section
33, Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

NOTICE. FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
September 24 1919.
Notice is hereby given; that Abran.
Lasados, of Galléeos, New Mexico.
who, on October 10,. 1918, made Home,
stead Entry, No. 021145, for SE
NWK, S
NE
and. NE
SE1,
Section 29, Township .17 N.. Ranee
31 East, New Mexico) Büeridiani has
filed notice of intention to- make final
Commissioner, at Mosquero, N. M., three-yeProof, to establish claim:
on the 12th day of November, 1919. to the land above described;
before
Register and Receiver, at. Clayton.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. A. Rockwell, Yadie Mc Gaha, New Mexico, on the 15tft, day of No
Koe Keiser, Miss Helen Keiser all, vember, 1919.
of Gallegos, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleopatria Travis.. Tomas L.. Travis,
PAZ VALVERDE,
,
Register. Marcelino Padilla and Felipe. Padillaall, of Gallegos,New Kexico.paz. valveejde;.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

E,

ar

AUCTIONEER!

Department of the Interior, U Si.LanA
unice at ciaytom New Mwaur,
September, 18 1919;
Notice- is hereby gjven- that Corn's
Gonzales, of Albei t, New Mexico; who,
on. September 5)( EU6, mada Homestead; Entry, Na4.fi2H9794 for the
TownEft NWVi.,-- . Section,
ship 21 N., Ranga. 28E... N. M. P:
has filed1 notice of intention
to make Three- Year Final Proof, to
establish, claimi to the land! aüave de-

Uaxu Sales a specialty

-

Cat

VH-NE-

Mo-ridi-

Offers the yaa benefit of bis wide acquantarice.
years of experience as a successful Salesmam

scribed;, before- W.. HI WillcoA,. U.. S.
uRumssiuiier; as ms omiia at tto.y,
New- México om Cilfl lOthi dajs- of No.
vember, 1919i.
Claimant names as witnesses::
Frank Gonzales, of Albert New
Mixteo Celso ffl'artinez-- , of Albert,
New Mexico, Andreas Ornelas, of
Roy, New- Mexiao, Doróte M. MarRegjstflB;.1 tinez, of Roy New- - Mexico
PAZ. VALVERDE,
NOTICE. FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.

--

White

F.O.

and
.

-

Competent Clark,. Notes Mortgages, Bills of
work and othe-- necessities furnished if desired.

-

i

Real Estate

-

.

Insurance.

Arrange your sate date well in advance, dates
Department of the Interior', U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
also made at Spanish-America- n
office.
September 24, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUJBXIGATHMt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION;
Notice is hereby given that Andres Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Pacheco y Gonzales, of Mosquero, New
NOTICE OF CONTEST:
September 24, 1919s.
Mexico, who, on August 21, 1916, made
Department tf the Interior, U 8. Land Department of the Interior, U. Si. Land
-Notice is hereby ivea that Sidney;
Office at Claytoa) New México
Office at Clayton, New Moxico,
Homestead Entry, No. 022809, for
Department of the Interior, United:
September,-- 1 1919l
SEV (or lots C. Reed, of Roy, Mora County, New
September, 18; 1919.
the WVa NE; W
t
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Section 25, Township 18 Mexico, who, on April 22, 1915, made
Notice is hereby given that Felipe
Notice is hereby given, that Wiffiam
Oct. 1, 1919
N., Range 28 E., N, M. P. Meridian, Homestead Entry, No. 019891, for N
Padia, of Gallegos, New Mexico, who, E. Baker, of Roy, Mow Co... N. ML who
has filed notice of intention to make NE'4, and N
NW. Section 35, on- September 9 1916;. made Home- on August 11, 19i6,. made tL E. No Contest No. 6562 .
022651, for S
Three year final Proof, to establish Township 20 N., Range 28 E., N. M P. stead! entry, No. 023038, for the SE
Seci 1, .Twp;. 19N., To William O. Conner, of Tucumcari,,
Meridian, has hied notice of intention NVKt N
claim to the land above described,
SEV SWVt, Sec- Rng. 25E., N. Ml. Pi M'., has fifed nor N.M. Ccntestee:
SW;.
You
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commission- to make Final Three Year Premf,. 0; tion 26, Township 17 N., Range 30 tice of intention to make Final Three are hereby notified
that Jose Abran;
er, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, establish claim to the land above de- E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice Year Proof to establish claim- - to the
on the 15th day of November, 1919. scribed', before F. H. Foster, U. S. of intention to make Three year final land above described' before F. EL Fos Vargas, who gives Roy, New Mexico,
Commissioner; at his office at Roy, Proof, to establish claim to the land ter, U. S. Commissioner at his office as his post-off- ic
Claimant names as witnesses:
address.did on Sept.ll
Isidro Montoya, Ysac Pacheco, Si New Mexico, on the ITth day of No above described, before W. Ü. Willcox, at Roy, N. M., ous the 13th- day of No- 1919, file in this office his duly corroboU. S. Commissioner, at his office at vember, 1919.
mona Gonzales, Santiago Martinez, alt vember, 1919.
rated application to contest and secure
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy, New Mexieo, on the 3rd day of
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
the cancellation of your H. E. Serial
,
MexW.
Solano,
R.
VALVH-KLH.Bradley,
M.
New
Davenport,
of
G.
A.
A.
1919.
G.
Patricks,
November,
VAL
Register. ico, Clarence Driskill, of Solano, New
i,
Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Roy, N. M. No. 022015 made March 8, 1919, for
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico, Ralph Hazen, of Solano, New
Demetro Cordova, Zacarillas CordoPAZ VALVERDE,
NEJ-SW- i
SWJ-NE& SEJ
Mexico, T. J. Heimann, of Roy, New va, Trinidad Sanehes, Catalino Tru-jillRegister. Sec. 34, T. 19N,
N.M PM
R. ?5E,
Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
and as grounds for his contest alleges
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Register.
that said William O.Conner has wholDepartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ly abandoned his, said homestead enOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office af Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
September 15, 1919.
try for
six months
more than
Roy, Nev Mexico.
of the Interior, U. S. Land
September, 18,' 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Segundo Department
last past and that said abandonment
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
- hereby
isNotice,
8
given
thai"
James
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
L. Vigil, of Mosquero, New Mexico,
September 24, 1919.
. Hoskilisv of Roy, Mora Co., N. M., and absence was not due to thp entry-ma- n,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
who. on April 20, 1916, made Home
Notice is hereby given that Cleowho or. September 6, 1916, made H. E.
a employment in any Military
1919.
September
24,
NEK,
the
stead Entry, No. 022065, for
patria Travis, formerly Casados, of
Notice is hereby given that Simona No. 03JW4! for SEVi See. 14, Twp. 20 service or Naval or Marine Service of
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE.
Section 17, Township 17 N.; Range 29 Gallegos, . New Mexico, who, on No- Gonzales,
M.
N.,
M.,
filed
has
Rwr.. 29E., N.
P.
of Mosquero, New Mexico,
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed 'notice vember 1, 1915, made Homestead En who, on August 21, 1916, made Home- notice of intention to make Final the United States.
)
State of New Mexico
You are therefore, further notified
SKH. Sec. 30; stead Entrv, No. 022806, for the E
of intention to make Final Three Year try, No. 021101, for E
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
)
County of Mora.
SEV
Proof, to establish claim to the land Stó SWtt. NEV4 SW4, W
25, to the land above described, before F. that the said allegations will be taken
Section
(or
lots
Whereas by virtue vested in me, as above described, before W. H. Willcox, and SEV4 SEV4, Section 29, Town- - Township 18 N., Range 28 E., N. M. Hf. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his by this office as having been confess-- .
mortgagee of a certain real estate
17 N., Range 31 E., New MexiP. Meridian, has filed notice of inten- office att Roy, N. M., on the 11th day ed by you, and your said entry will bo
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at ship
mortgage, recorded in Book six, on Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th day of co Meridian, has filed notice of in- tion to make Three year final Proof, f November, 1919.
cancelled thereunder without your fur-- t
Proof,
to
Year
make Three
tention
page 111 of the Records for real es November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
to establish claim to the land above
ther righ to. be heard, therein, either
above
claim
to the land
to establish
Canuto Gonzales, of Bueyeros, N. M.
tate mortgages of Mora County, State
described, before W. H. Wilcox, U.
Claimant names as witnesses:
described, before Register and Re- S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, C. O. Hoskins, of Roy, N. M., John before this office or on, appeal if you
of New Mexico, executed and delivered
Francisco L. Vigil, Bernardino Cor
at Clayton, New Mexico, on New Mexico, on the 12th day of No- Gallager, Roy, N. M., David C. Ballard, fail to file in this office within twenty
to me on the 21st day of April, A. D. dova, Carlos Montoya, Jose I. Vigil ceiver,
days after, the FOURTH publication of
17th day of November, 1919.
the
Roy, N. M.
vember, 1919.
1917, and dated on the 20th day of all
tjus notice, as shown below, your
Claimant names as witnesses:
of Mosquero, New Mexico.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
April, A. D. 1917, by Lawrence But
Abran Casados, Tomas L. Travis,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register..
under oath, specifically meeting
Montoya, ' Ysac Pacheco,
Isidro
betfor
Butler,
ler, and Edith
Register. Marcelino Padilla and Felipe Padilla, Andres Pacheco y Gonzales, all of
and; responding to these allegations of
all of Gallegos, New Mexico.
ter securing the payment of a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
contest, or if you fail within that time
Mosquero, New Mexico.
JrA
VALVEKJUK.
certain promissory note of One
VKL VALVJ1.KDE,
to file in this office due proof that you
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Register.
Hundred Ninety ($190.00) dollars,
Register. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land have served a copy of your answer
of
execution Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
with interest front date
on the said contestant either in perOffice at Clayton, New Mexieo,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
until paid at the rate of ten (10) per
September, 18, 1919.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, ,
son or by registered mail. If this
Land
U.
S.
Department
of
the
Interior,
cent per annum and an additional sum
Notice is hereby given that George service is made by the delivery, of a
September 15, 1919.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Claytort, New Mexico,
placed
cent
the
per
in
David,
(10)
N.
M.,
ten
if
of
Union Co.,
W. Angel, of
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
copy of your answer to the contestAugust 30th, 1919
hands of an Attorney for collection, Archuleta, of Roy, Mora Co., New
and add l June ant in person, proof of such service
Notice is hereby given that Vester Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Who on April 17, 1916, No,
021939, and
23. 1919. made H. E.
which has become necessary and said Mexico, who, on October, 12th, 1916, Leach, of Gladstone, New Mexico, who.
Office at Clayton, New Mexieo,
No. 026686, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 6 must be either the said contestant's
note has been placed in the hand? of made Homestead Entry, No. 023258, on October 31st, 1914, made AmendSeptember 24, 1919.
NWU Sec. 5, Twp.' 17N., Rng. written acknowledgment of his reJ. B. Lusk, Esq., of Roy, New Mexi for S
SE4, Sec. 83, Stt SWtt, ed Homestead Application, No. 018531, Notice is hereby eiven that Mrs. and
N. M. P. M.. has filed notice of ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
31E..
co, said note being more fully de Sec. 34, T. 19 N., Range 25 E., Wtf N for S
Sec, 14, Nellie Morton, widow and heir of
SW,N S
make Final Three Year its receipt, or the affidavit of the perintention
NV4 NWVi.
NEtt, Section 23. Oscar Morton, deceased, of Rosebud, Proof, to to
scribed in said mortgage deed, and WU,' NE'A NW, and NWÍ4
establish claim to the land son by whom the delivery was made
on
executed by the, said Lawrence Butler, Section 3, Township 18 N.( Range 25 Township 25 N, Range 28 E., N. M. Union County, New Mexico, wm, En-trabove described, before F. H. Foster stating when and where the copy
and Edith Butler, payable to the or E., N. M..P. Meridian, has filed notice P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten August 14, 1916, made HomesteadApril U. S. Commissioner at his office, at delivered; if made by registered was
Proof,
022230"
on
tion
Year
Five
to
mail,
Final
who
No.
make
and
der of! myself, at Roy, New Mexico, of intention to make Final Three Year to establish claim to the land above 13, 1918, an addl. No. 024977, for Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of No proof of such service must
consist of
due one hundred and ninety day af Proof, to establish claim to the land described, before John N. Karn, U. NEVl; Section 7, NWK; Section 8, vember, 1919.
the affidavit of the person by whom
Claimant names as witnesses:
ter date thereof.
above described, before F. H. Foster, S. Commissioner, at Des Moines, N. Township 17 N., Range 31 E., N. M.
the copy was mailed stating when and
and
Aneel.
Weir
H.
Gale.
F.
C.
E.
is
J.
Ame3,
George
N.
And, whereas, I,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Mexico, on the 15th day of Novem- P. Meridian, has hied notice of inten
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
M.
N.
David,
Weir,
of
all
Cole
the holder and owner of said note, Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day of ber, 1919.
tion to make.Final Three Year Proof,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
PAIS YALVKKUi!.,
dewitnesses:
names
as
Claimant
and the said Lawrence Butler, and November, 1919.
above
land
to
claim
the
to
establish
K
Register. by the postmaster's receipt for the
George Goodyear, Frank James, scribed, before F. H. Foster, U. S,
Edith Butler, have made default in
Claimant names as witnesses:
letter.
Roy,
office
K.
Gladstone,
Luthy,
McNeal
all,
of
at
his
Commissioner,
d
note
at
above
the payment of said
Zacarías Ebell, Julian Sandoval,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
You should state in your answer the
New Mexico, on the 15th day of Noscribed, and the same is now past Seferino Lopez, Ricardo Archuleta, all New Mexico.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land name of the postoffice to which you
PAZ VALVERDE,
vember, 1919.
due and unpaid, principal, interest and of Roy'New Mexico.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
desire future notices to be sent to you.
attorney fees, now aggregating, the
PAZ VALVERDE,
September, 18, 1919.
Angle, Ross Gale, Frank
George
Seven
sum of Two Hundred Thirty
hereby
val valvekue, Register.
Martha
eiven
Register.
Notice
is
that
Weir, Frank St. Fetter, all of Kosc
0
dollars; and
($237.50)
and
L. Malone, of Rosebud, Union Co., N. Date of first publication,
New Mexico.
bud,
Oct, 18, 1919
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M., who on April 5th, 1916, made H.
whereas, said mortgagors refuse to
PAZ VALVERDE,
- second
- - - 25 - Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
13,
and
;
Sec.
SWV
021989,
for
No.
will by
E.
pay said promissory note,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
- third
- Nov 1 - NWU; Sec. 24, Twp. 17N., Rng. 31E.,
virtue of a power of sale clame in
September 24. 1919.
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten- fourth
- - 8 - said mortgage deed, offer for sale, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that Yadie E.
tion to make Final Three Year Proof
between the legal hours thereof, to
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Mc Gaha, formerly Yadie E. Anderson,
FOR PUBLICATION
above
NOTICE
to
land
the
to establish claim
wit: between the hours of Ten (10)
September 15, 1919.
oí Gallegos, N. M., who, on March
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
o'clock A. M. and (4) o'clock P. M. at
Notice is hereby given that Edwin 3, 1916, made Homestead Application, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Commissioner, at his ornee m Koy, n.
public auction, to the highest bidder F. Ivey, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mex- No. 021776, for S , Section 14, Town
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
M., on the 14th day of November, 1919
for cash, on the fourth Monday of ico, who. on October 2, 1916, made ship 17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P.
September 24. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses;
October, A. D. 1919, the same being Addl. Homestead Entry, Wo. Will, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
C. H. Prvor. O. J. Kershner, J. A. We will offer at Public Auction
Notice is hereby given that Mary C.
to
to
make
Final
Three
Year
Proof,
Leach, of Roy, New Mexico, who on Bell, John B. Davis, all of Rosebud, Half way
the 27th day of sair month, in Roy, for E SW4, Lots 13, 14, Section 6,
between Mills and Roy
claim to the land above de- Julv 15. 1914. made Homestead En New Mexico.
said county and State in front of Township 20 N., Range 27 E., N. M. establish
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S try serial No. 018122, for SW1 NW
VALVKKDE,
east
mile
of R.' R. crossing-- .
PAZ
i
following
OSSce,
the
the U. S. Post
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in Commissioner,' at Mosquero, N. M., on V4; WVi SWV4; SE
Section
Register.
SWÍ4,
described real estate, to wit: the west tention to make Final Three Year the mn day of November, 1919.
35, Township 20 N., Kange 25 E.,
quarter, and Proof, to establish claim to the land
half of the south-eaClaimant names as witnesses:
N. M. P. Meridian, has fileu notice
southsouth-eaof
quarter
the
the
Job B.Anderson, W.A. Rockwell, Joe of intention to make Three Year
above described, before F. H. Foster,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
at 10 A. M.
(12)
twelve
Section
west quarter, of
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Keiser, Miss Helen Keiser, all of Gal- - Proof, to establish claim to the land
quarter of the Roy, New Mexico, on the 11th day of legos, New Mexico.
and the north-weabove described, before F. H. Foster, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,
north-wequarter, of Section thir- November, 1919.
at Roy, New
Office at Clayton, New mexieo,
U. S. Commissioner,
Register. Mexico, on the 19th day of Novem
September, 18, 1919.
teen (13), in Township nineteen (19)
4yr roan Durham
Claimant names as witnesses:
NTnticR ia herehv eiven that James
Yep, He Would Be a Sight to See.
(26) east, of
ber, 1919.
north, Range twenty-si- x
L. M. Kirby, W. O. Kirby, C. E
8yrs 5 gals. Cow 6 vrs. 3f ,
Cow
Co.,
New
Rosebud,
Union
witnesser:
of
names
L.
as
Malone.
Claimant
"In all my travels hither and yon
the New Mexico Principal Meridian, Kidd, C. W. Farley, all of Roy, New
Henrv Farr. G. G. Leich. Jame3 Mexico, who on March 3, 1916, made Durham cow 5yrs 3gal. all now
and return," remarked the facetious
New Mexico, containing one hundred eMxico.
of Roy, II. E. No. 021779, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
feller, "I never ran across a man who Sansbury, Frank Aldeis, all
and sixty (160) acres, more or less,
PAZ VALVERDE,
and S NE, S NW Sec. 3, Twp giving milk. 2 Durham 1 Jersey
Mexico.
New
and
Register. was so color, blind he couldn't distinwith all the rights, improvements
VALVERDE,
17M Pno- H1K.. N. M. V. M.. fldS IlieU
PAZ
d
guish a roll of greeubnrks."
appurtenances thereto in anywise beRegister, nnioo nf intention in make Final Three Heifers, all bred to a
to
the
longing.
claim
Holstein bull.
Year Proof to establish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Witness my hand this 20th day of
land above described, before 1 . 11. t os- omcc-a-t
ter, U. S. Commissioner at nis
September, A. D. 1919.
.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Roy, N. M., on the 13th day f.f No
GEORGE N. AMES,
Mexico,
New
Office at Clayton,
2 good Brood Mares 6 and 7 yrs.
Mortgagee.
vember, iyi.
September 15, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
well broke: 3 yearling colts.
By his attorney J. B. LUSK.
A
fl J Knshner. J.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Rosebud,
of
Davis,
New
all
Co.,
B.
Mora
Roy,
John
Bell.
of
Trujillo,
Jose
AH3NIHDVK KHVJ
New Mexico.
Mexico, who. on August zdth, laio,
plow
Mc C Mower, new
VALVtiKLllü,
PAZ
020298,
Drug
The Roy
Store
made Homestead Entry, No.
Register.
a
Wagon,
run-harrow
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
for Lots 4, 5, 6, Sec. 6, T. 20 N., R. 25.,
Township
31,
Sec.
single
buggy:
S
SWV.
harness.
bout
E., and
21 N., Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
The Sayings of Shinbone.
.
has filed notice of intention to make
"Ah done heard Brudder Jones prny-IFinal Three Year, Proof, to establish
frum
delivered
to
be
his
night
las'
Wheat, Oats and Rye Straw,
claim to the land above described, begins,' " remarked Shinbone,
'upsettin'
Commissioner,
Cane, spring wheat and late
fore F. H. Foster. U. S.
"an' Ah reckon he mus' hah referred
at his office at Roy, Mew Mexico, on
oafc Hay.
threshed oats and rye
TranBoston
'toxkatlon."
to
of
sin
de
thé 10th day of Nevember, 191.
script.
saooo aioirasnoH
Homestead Matters attended to, Claimant names as witnesses:
Sewing machine,
rocking chair
Final Adolfo Montoya, Ignacio Maestas,
Publications,
Filings
Maestas, Bernardo Trujillo,
sani
3 dining chairs. cabinet,
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up Joseof Ma,
Roy, New Mexico.
All Popular Drinks and Ices
all
tary courh, DeLavel separator;
--
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Public Sale

Mon, Oct 20, 1919

st

st

12 Cattle

st

st

full-bloo-

5 Horses

Fairview Pharmacy

A. A. Wynne

.

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

60-too- th

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

and acknowledgements taken.

Public Sale

YAL VAL V ültlEi,

o

Feed

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

n'

Register.
Peculiar Hawaiian Flower. ,
It Is known that upon many of the
summits of the high mountain rldgeu
of the Hawaiian Islands, in the regions
of heavy rainfall, are open bogs which
support n peculiar and interesting

flora. Many species form more or les
whleli rise
tussocks
hemispherical
above the general level of the bog. A
showy lobelia with numerous Inrge
flowers as much as
Optimistic Thought
n half Inches long, peculiar
nnd
three
The talo of calumny which haa no vloletg awl 4 iuodew are found there.
foundation In truth cannot long rétala
Its power to Injure.
crenm-colore-

d

KODAKS

ANv

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News
A

Stand,:DMLY

COMPLETE

UNE OF

PAPERS

MAGAZINES

Jfa Artíck?.

Cigars and Tobacco

At my residence on main st in heater, cookstove, linoleum etc,
TERMS OF SALE
Roy

10 months time without intrest if
paid when due. If not paid when duo
to draw 12 per cent interest from date
Horses, stallions, hogs, chickens, until paid, purchaser giving bankablo
inrnhators. brooders. '4 lots note or approved security. $10 and
cash. 10 per cent discount on
abuttine on R. R. track and f ac under
sums over $10. No propetry to bSEE BILLS and removed until settled for.

ThursOct30, 19
inp-mains-t.

list in paper later,

H. E. NOBLE,

J. M. George,
Owner

Owner
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"SHE IS

She Is a prisoner and secretly appeals to him
for help. Sprouse reveals himself as a secret service man and
tells the enthralling story of
the Green Fancy representatives
of a royal house oppressed by
Germany and his purpose to recover royal papers and Jewels

that night

Continued.

10

"With the landlord's approval," he
explained, pointing to the Instrument,
"but unknown to the telephone company, you may be sure. Call him up
about half past ten. O'Dowd may be
up at this unholy hour, but not she.
Now I must be off to discuss literature
with Mrs. Jim Conley. The hardest
part of my Job Is to keep her from
mibsciiblng for a set of Dickens. Con-leyhouse Is not far from Green
Fency. Savvy?"
Barnes, left to his own devices,
wandered from taproom to porch,
from porch to forge', from forge to
taproom, his brain far more active
than bis legs, his heart as heavy as
lead and as light as air by turns.
More than once he felt like resorting
expedient to deterto a
mine whether he was awake or dreaming. Could all this be real?
Ten minutes later he was In
Sprouse's room, calling for Green
Fancy over an extension wire that had
coat the company nothing and yielded

's

well-know- n

Jill
Ait

You

I

This Morning?"

nothing In return. After some delay
O'Poud's mellow voice sang out:
"Hello! How arr you this morning?"
replied
"Grievously
loneiorae,"
vBarnes. and wound up a doleful account of himself by Imploring O'Dowd
to save his Ufe by bringing the entire
Oreen Fancy party over to dinner

that night
PersonO'Dowd was
ally he would go to any extreme to
valuuble a life, but as for the
snve
rest of the party, they begged hi. a to
ay they were sorry to hear of the exported death of so promising a chap
nn.4 that, while they couldn't come to
tils party they would be delighted to
come to his funeral. In short, It would
be Imposs'ble for them to accept his
kind InvttaMon. The Irishman was
n pi? "v vwl humored tiutl Barnes
heart-broke-
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CHAPTER

XIII.

"My Godl

The Second Wayfarer Receives Two
Visitors at Midnight.

The coroner's Inquest over the

bod-

ies of Boon and Paul was held that
afternoon at St. Elizabeth. Witnesses
from Hart's Tavern were among those
to testify. The verdict was "Murder
nt the hands of parties unknown."
Sprouse did not appear at the Tavern until long after nightfall. The se-

cret agent listened somewhat Indifferently to the letter's account of bis
telephonic experiences. At nine o'clock
he yawned prodigiously and announced
that he was going to bed, greatly to
the surprise of Mr. Barnes, who followed him from the taproom and demanded an explanation.
"People usually go to bed at night,
don't they?" said Sprouse patiently.
"It Is expected, I believe."
"But my dear man, we are to u-

ndertake"
"I have some cause for believing
that one of those chaps In there Is
from Green Fancy. Go to bed at ten
o'clock, my friend, and put out your
light I don't Insist on your taking
off your clothes, however.
I will rap
on your door at eleven o'clock.
By
the way, don't forget to stick your revolver In your pocket."
A few minutes before eleven there
cnnie a gentle tapping on Barnes'
door. He sprang to his feet and
opened It, presenting himself before
Sprouse fully dressed and, as the secret agent said later on, "fit to kill."
The night was as black as pitch.
Barnes, trusting to the little man's
eyes and hanging close upon his
followed blindly but gallantly
In the tracks of the leader. It seemed
to him that they stumbled along parallel to the road for miles before
Sprouse came to a halt. "This is the
short cut to Green Fancy," he whispered, laying his hand on Barnes'
arm. "We save four or five miles,
coming this way. Do you know where
we are?"
"I haven't the remotest Ideo."
"About a quarter of a mile below
Curtis' house. Are yon all right?"
"Fine as a fiddle, except for a
barked knee and a skinned elbow, a
couple of more or less busted ribs.
I've banged Into more trees than"
"Shi" After a moment of silence,
Intensified by the mournful squawk of
night birds and the chorus of katydids, Sprouse whispered, "Did you
coat-tail-

hear that?"
Barnes thrilled. This was real melodrama. "Hear what?" he whispered
shllly.
"Listen!" After a second or two:

Have You

Killed

Him?"

and again silence. Barnes' blood ran
cold. He waited for thénext footfall
of the passing man. It never came.
A sharp whisper reached his ears.
"Come here quick 1"
He floundered through the brush and
almost fell prostrate over fhe kneeling figure of a man.
"Take carel Lend a hand," whispered Sprouse.
Dropping to his knees, Barnes felt
for and touched wet, coarse garments,
and gasped:
"My God! Have you killed him?"
"Temporarily," said Sprouse, between his teeth. "Here, unwind the
rope Tve got around my waist. Take
the end here. Got a knife? Cut off
a section about three feet long. I'll
get the gag in his mouth while you're
doing It. Hangmen always carry their
e
own ropes," he concluded, with
humor. "Got It cut? Well, cut
two more sections, same length."
With Incredible swiftness the' two
of them bound the feet, knees and
arms of the Inert victim.
"I came prepared," said Sprouse, so
calmly that Barnes marveled at the
Iron nerve of the man.
"By heaven, Sprouse, I I believe
he's dead. We we haven't any right
to kill
"Don't be finicky," snapped Sprouse.
"It wasn't much of a crack, and It
was necessary."- - Straightening up,
with a sigh of satisfaction, he laid his
"We've
hand on Barnes' shoulder.
Just got to go through with It now,
Barnes. We'll never get another
Putting that fellow out of
chance.
business queers us forever afterward."
He dropped to his knees and began
searching over the ground with his
hands. "Here It Is. You can't see It,
of course, so I'll .tell you what It Is.
A nice little block of sandalwood. I've
already got his nice little hammer, so
we'll see what we can raise In the way
"
of wireless
Without the slightest hesitation he
struck a succession of quick, confident
blows upon the block of wood.
"By gad, you are a wonder 1"
"Walt till tomorrow before you say
that," replied Sprouse, sententlously.
"Come along now. Stick to the trail.
We've got to land the other one."
Turning sharply to the right,
Sprouse guided his companion through
the brush for some distance, and once
more came to a' halt Again he stole
on ahead, and as before the slow, confident, even careless progress of a
man ceased as abruptly as that of the
comrade who lay helpless In the
thicket below.
Barnes laid a firm, detaining hand
on the man's shoulder.
"See here, Sprouse," he whispered,
"It's all very well for you, knocking
men over like this, but Just what I
your object? What does a!? ihliÑeaa
np to?"
Sprouse broke In, and there was
not the slightest trace of emotion In
-

grew-som-

.

a"

chit-chat-

'

"There 1"
"It's a woodpecker hammering on
the limb of
"Woodpeckers
don't hammer at
night my lad. Don't stir I Keep your
ears open."
Sprouse clutched his companion's
arm and, dropping to hlr knees in the
thick underbrush, pull J the other
down after hlro
footsteps ap- his whisper.
Presently heavy
proached.
An unseen pedestrian
"Quite right You ought to know.
passed within ten yards of them. They I suppose you thought I was bringing
scarcely breathed until the sounds yon up here for a Romeo nnd Juliet
e
with the benntlful Miss
poised eatlrely out of hearing. Sprouse
Cameron and for nothing else. WelL
pat his Hps om to Barnes' ear.

a"

1

Taxidermy, Furs
Game Heads monuted
Fur Rnjrs, Tan and make

''

ijiri

going Into that house and take them
away from the mnn you know as Loeb,
If he has them. If he hasn't them my
work here Is a failure."
"Going Into the house?" gasped
Barnes. "Why, my God, mnn, that Is
Impossible. You would be shot down
as an ordinary burglar and the law
would Justify them for killing you. I
must Insist"
"I am not asking you to go Into the
house, my friend. I shall go alone,"
said Sprouse coolly.
"On the other hand, I came up here
to rescue a helpless "
"Keep cool ! It's the only way.
Now listen. She has designated her
room and the windows that are hers.
She Is lying awake up there now, take
It from me, hoping that you will come
tonight. I shall lead you directly. to
her window. And then comes the only
chance we take the only instance
where we gnmble. There will not be
a light In her window, but that won't
make any difference.
This nobby
enne I'm irrylng Is In reality a collapsible fishing rod. First we use It
to tap gently on her window ledge or
shade or whatever we find. Then you
pass up a little note to her. Here Is
paper and pencil. Say that you are
below her window and all ready to
take her away. Tell her to lower her
valuables, some clothes, etc., from the
window by means of the rope we'll
pass up on the pole. There Is a remote possibility that she may have the
Jewels In her room. For certain reasons they may have permitted her to
retain them. If such is the case our
work Is easy.
If they have taken
them away from her she'll sny so,
some way or another and she will
not leave! Now I've had a good look
at the front of that house. It Is covered with a lattice work and huge
vines. I can shin up like a squirrel
and go through her room to
"Are you crazy, Sprouse?
You'd
take your life in your hands
"See here," said Sprouse shortly,
"I am not risking my life for the fun
of the thing. I am risking It for her,
bear that In mind for her nn-- her
people. And if I am killed they won't
even say 'Well done, good and faithful servant
So let's not argue the
point.
Are you going to stand by
me or back out?"
Barnes was shamed. "Ill stand by
you," he said, and they stole forward
There were no lights visible. The
house was even darker than the night
Itself; It was vaguely outlined by
deeper shade of black.
At last they were within a few
yards" of the entrance nnd at the ecge
of a small space that had been cleared
of shrubbery. Here Sprouse stopped
and began to adjust the sections of
his fishing rod.
"Write," he whispered.. "There Is n
faint glow of light up there to the
right The third window, did you say?
Well, that's about where I should

the"

and"

locate It"
The tiny metallic tip of the rod,
held In the upstretched hand of
Barnes, much the taller of the two
men, barely reached the window ledge.
He tapped gently, persistently on the
hnrrf surface. Just as they were beginning to think that she was asleep
and that their efforts were In vain
their straining eyes made out a shadowy object projecting slightly beyond
the sill.
After a moment or two of suspense
Barnes experienced a peculiar, almost
electric shock. Someone had seized
the tip of the rod; It stiffened suddenly, the vibrations due to Its flexibility ceasing. Someone was untying
the bit of paper he had fastened to
with fingers that shook
the rod,-anand were clumsy with eagerness.
He had written : "I am outside with
a trusted friend, ready to do your
bidding. Two of the guards are safely
bound and out of the way. Now Is
our chance. We will never have. another. If you are prepared to coma
with me now write me a word or two
and drop It to the ground. I will pass
up a rope to you and you may lower
anything you wish to carry away with
you. But be exceedingly careful. Taka
time. Don't hurry a single one of
your movements." He signed It with a
large "B."
It seemed an hour before their eyes
distinguished the shadowy head above.
As a matter of fact but a few minutes had passed. During the wait
Sprouse had noiselessly removed his
coat, a proceeding that puzzled Barnes.
Something light fell to the ground. It
was Sprouse who stooped and searched
for It In fhe grass, When he resumed
S3 upright posture he put his lips
"lose to Barnes' ear and whispered:
d

Sprouse
Barnes,
and
"Miss Cameron" have an
exciting night at Green
Fancy.
(TO BE CONTINUKD.)
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Get instant relief with
"Pape's Cold Compound"
Don't stay

fhij(

Quit blowing
A dose of "Pupe's Cold

stuffed-u- p

!

nostrils and the air

Pes. etc. Ladles' and
Gents' Fur Goats made to
order; blKhestprlcenpald
'or "aw "ur Heads, etc. Trite
or call for catalog; wanted. JONAS
IROS., 1U2J-JIroiíva, Brtt, Colorado

"

0, W. LYMAN MILLINERY CO.

1629 Araphoe, Denver, Colo.

and snuflliiig !
Compound" taken every two hours
doses are taken usually breaks
up a cold nnd ends all grippe misery.
The very first dose opens your
clogged-u- p

The Wholesale Millinery
House of the West
MAIL. USI VOUR OROCRS
NO MATT SIR HOW SMALL

pass-

ages of the head; stops nose running;
relieves the headache, dullness,
sneezing, soreness ami stiffness.
"Pape's Cold Compound" is the
quickest, surest relief known and costs
only a few cents at drug stores. It acts
without assistance. Tastes nice. Contains no quinine. Insist on Pape's! Ad.
fever-ishnes-

Kodak Finishing by Kail
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Worse Than the Lover.
Is worse,"
demanded the
lovely girl, disgustedly, "than a man
who will make love to you, In spite
of all you can do?"
It seemed to demand a reply, so the
other lovely girl said:
"One who won't."

"What

A Feeling of Security

Roll Film Dsvelopeil 10c
.
PRINTS Jo AND UP
dajr Service No del aye. Established
' Send for catalogue.

On

MUe

naturally feel secure when you
that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rookidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The B.vne standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in

You
know

der troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottla of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo-

t.

Out of town work it the I
big part of .our business. I
Doing Saccetsful Dyeing fot 25 Ytart I
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The Model Cleaners and Dyers
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FOR COLDS

"Bayer" is on Genuine
Aspirin
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Factory Pricei

Send for our big free list Parti
for all Motorcycles.
WESTERN SUPPLIES CO.
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ASK US QUESTIONS
about anything wanted in reliable
merchandise for wear or house
use or home decoration.
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great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Hinghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

Tit-Bit- s.

DENVER, COLO.

BROADWAY,

If you need a medicine, you should
have the bent. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this

The Unselfish Girl.
"Do you like Miss Prnttle?"
Never
"Yes, ' she's SO generous.
keeps anything to herself and is always ready to give away even her
best friend." London

Denver, C.Ia- -

tl

Parcel Post Dyeing

t,

teaspoonful doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and blad-

1804.

High Photo Co.

324 17th Street

1317

ASPIRIN

Furs, Scarfs,

a Ladles'
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In a way, you are right. But, first of
all, my business Is to recover the
crown Jewels" and parchments. I nra

tete-a-tet-

0Vejjsj

18th & Wazea Sts. Denver, Colo.
Repair Tractors, Automobiles, Trucks
and all Machinery, either in our shop or
your field. Write or call on us and tell
us your troubles. WE HAVE REPAIR
PARTS AND REBUILT TRACTORS.
Colondo D'etrlbutors tl THE lEEMtH ARDEN TRACTO
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HOLLOW
OF HER. HAND," "THE PRINCE OF GRAU-STARKFROM .THE HOUSETOPS," ETC.

Copyright by Dodd, Mead and Company, Inc.

LYING AWAKE"
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Author of "GRAUSTARK,- - "THE

"By the WHy, O'Dowd, Td like to
"Telegraph," he whispered. "It's a
spou k with Miss Cameron If she can system they have of reporting to each
come to the telephone."
other. There ore two men patrolling
"Dont be surprised If you are cut the grounds near the house. You see
off suddenly.
The coast Is clear for what we're up against, Barnes. Do
the moment, but
Here, Miss Cam- you still want to go on with
.
eron. Careful now."
"I'll stay by you," replied Barnes
.
Her voice, soft and clear and trem- sturdily.
,
bling with eagerness, caressed Barnes
Several minutes went by. There
eager ear.
was not a sound save the restless pat"Mr. O'Dowd will see that no evil ter of rain In the tree tops. At last
befalls me here, but he refuses to help the faraway thud of footsteps came to
me to get away. I quite understand the ears of the tense listener. They
and appreciate his position. I cannot drew nearer, louder, and once more
Help seemed to be approaching the yery
4i Kk him to go so far as that.
will have to come from the outside. spot where he crouched.
It will be dangerous terribly dangerThen came the sound of a dull,
ous "
heavy blow, a hoarse gasp, a momen"You say O'Dowd will not assist tary commotion In the shrubbery,
you to escape?"
"He urges me to stay here and take
my chances.
He believes that everything will turn out well for me In the
end, but I am frightened. I must get
away from this place."
"Then keep your eyes and eais open
for the next night or two. Can you
tell me where your room Is located?"
"It Is one flight up ; the first t the
two windows In my room Is the third
to the right of the entrance. I am
confident that someone Is btatloned
below my windows all night long."
"Yon still Insist that I am not to
call on the authorities for help?"
"Yes, yes I That must not even be
considered. I have not only myself to
consider, Mr. Barnes. I am a very
small atom In "
"All right I We'll get along without
them," he said cheerily. "Afterward
we will discuss the Importance of
atoms."
"And your reward as well, Mr.
Barnes," she said. Her voice trailed
He
off Into an Indistinct murmur.
heard the receiver click on the hook,
and after calling "hello" twice hung
up his own with a sigh. Evidently
O'Dowd had warned her of the approach of a legs considerate person
than himself.

8ynoplfc Thomas K. Barnes,
a wealthy young New Yorker,
on a walking trip In New England near the Canadian border.
Is given
lift In an automobile
by a mysterious and attractive
girl bound for a house called
Oreen Fancy, At Hart's tavern
Barnes finds a stnnded troupe
"
actors, of
of
which Lyndon Rushcroft la the
star and "Miss Thackeray" the
leading lady.
Be learns Oreen
Fancy Is a house of mystery.
That night Andrew Boon and
his servant, guests at the tavern,
are shot near Oreen Fancy.
Barnes comes under suspicion
and stays to help clear up the
double murder.
He gets Into
the Oreen Fancy grounds ; meets
the mysterious girl, who gives
him the cut direct, and Is politely ejected by O'Dowd, an Interesting adventurer. Enter at the
tavern another man of mystery,
Sprouse, "book agent." Barnes
visits Green Fancy with the
sheriff and stays to dinner. Enter still another mysterious personage, "Loeb," secretary to
Curtis, owner of Oreen Fancy,
who does not appear because of
Illness.
Barnes again meets
Mlss Cameron," the mysterious
girl, who Is a ravishing beauty
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The Tractor Service Co.

V

Concrete Bridge Work.

The largest reinforced concrete arch
today is the Elsorglmenfo bridge
across the Tiber at Rome, with a spun
of 328 feet.

Dad Siclinoss
Caused by

say Bayer

Acid-Stoma- ch

Insist on "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
a "Bayer package," containing proper directions for Colds, Pain, Headache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Rheumatism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin Is trade
mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Salicyllcacld. Adv.
In

They Have to Be Gooa.
Sociologists
estimate that among
very thousniid bachelors there are 38
criminals, whereas married men produce 18 per thousand.

rf
If people on! realized the
h
power of an
of the many
klndi of aickneai and mlaery It eaueea of
the Uvea It literally wrecks they would
avalnst It ai carefully as they do
auratnet a deadly plague. You know In an
tnetant the first ; symptoms of
distressing,
painful
pains of .ndla-estlonbloat; sour, 'gassy stomach; belching;, food
repeating; heartburn, etc. Whenever your
stomach feels this way you should loss no
time In putting It to rights. If you don't,
serious connequeBceu are almost aura to folautolow, such as Intestinal fermentation,
intoxication, Impairment of the entire nervous system, headache, biliousness, cirrhosis
of the liver; sometimes even catarrh of the
stomach and Intentlnal ulcers and cancer.
If you are not feeling right, aee If It Isn't
that Is the cause of your III
health. Take EATONIC, the wonderful mod-er- n
EATONIC Tablets
stomach remedy
quickly and surely relieve the pain, bloat,
belching, and heartburn that Indicate
Make the stomach strong, clean
and sweet. By keeping the atomach In
healthy condition so that you can get full
strength from your food, your general health
steadily Improves. Results are marvelounly
quick. Just try EATONIC and you will be
aa enthusiastic as the thousands who have
used It and who say they never dreamed
anything could bring such marvelous relief.
box of EATONIC
Bo get a big
from your druggist today. If not satisfactory return It and he will refund your money

.3

For true blue, use Red Cross Bag
Blue, i Snowy-whit- e
clothes will be
tire to result. Try It nnd you will always use it. All good grocers hove It
Irremediable.
"My huir is coming out dreadfully.
Do you know any way to prevent It?"
"No; you ought to have thought of
that before you got married." Sun
Francisco Chronicle.

ATONIC
(755 TODR

Feeders Attention

6ton oar mailing llat for quotations on
outwit) seed oafco, p&nat aaka. ootton tMd,
and manut meal. W have btt prion. W
handle the volume. Both nut and pea Sise,
ready for Mhlpoient. Write today.
BaUBlT BKOS. CO., San rrenolico, OsL
Worth, Tel.; Seattle, Wuu.

PARKER'S
BALSAM
HAIR
n
u.

$100 Reward, $100

Catarrh is a local disease greatly
d
by constitutional conditions. It
therefor requires constitutional treatment.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is taken internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO
dostroys the foundation of the disease,
gives the patient strength by Improving
the general health and assists nature In
doing Its work. 1100.00 for any case of
Catarrh
HALL'S
that
CATARRH
MEDICINE) falls to cure.
Druggists 75c. Testimonials free.
T. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo. Ohio.
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They sny the high price of shoes !i
caused by n shortage of hides. That's
merely another profiteering skin game.

The man who never makes a mistake Is usually not accomplishing
much.
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Kaatorcs Color and
SaaalT to Cray and Faded Hair
&üc &nd Si.oo at rtrnrrlita
I
'ilmwoi Ctiirn. H. FatchoBTie, K.T.
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HINDEKCOKNS
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Mitin easy. Ifa. by mall or at Drof-- j
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We advine yon when to sell and where to
best market mar be found.
81 1 months' service for Jl.oO-Se- nd
check
Or P. O. order today to

Stockholders Protective Bureau

110

Reference, Any
Sheldon St.

1

Paxo Bank
El Paso, Texas

MAKE MONEY
The L. A L.
drilling; three
field, Tex., to
with a profit
formation.

4051

Drilling and Development Co. is
wells in the famous Desdemona
be completed within thirty days
of 115,000. Write for detailed in-

Main St., Ft. Worth, Texas

K eepVbur
EVes
Clean - Clear Healthy PATEIITS
Write

ft.
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D O- Advice and book ire.!
Bates reasonable. BlKhestrelMsneea. Bestaervlses.
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"DANDlTJhEw PUTS

THREE AIRL1EE1
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BEAUTY IN HAIR

FINISH FLIGHT

If Cmstipated, Bilious
or Headachy, take

"Cascarets"

SPANISH-AMERICA-

A mass of long,

Girls!
'

TIME

OFFICIAL

24

HOURS

58

thick, gleamy tresses

MINUTES AND 55
"
SECONDS

'

Sick headache, biliousness, coated
tongue, or sour, gassy stomach always
trace this to torpid liver; delayed, ferin good positions. menting food In the bowels.
Poisonous matter clogged In the In
testines, Instead of being cast out of the
Into the blood.
system Is
We can furnish you desirable teacher.'
When this poison reaches the delicate
COLORADO TEACHERS' AGENCY brain tissues It causes congestion and
tuDUici Hiuin
that dull, throbbing, .sickening head
4
Klttredj-- Blilf.
Denver. Calo ache.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse the
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
HIGH TENSION MACNETOS bile from the liver and carry out all
TM itock of Parti Prompt Ser the constipated waste matter and poi
vice all make! of Magneto, sons In the bowels.
Qeneratora, Motora, Btterlea
tonight will surely
A Cascaret
THE AUTO ELECTRIC APPtlAKCE CO.
straighten you out by morning. They
Daavar, Cola. work while you sleep. Adv.
49 Broadway

Teachers
School Officials
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LISHES NEW WORLD RECORD FOR AVIATORS.
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803-70-

FACTORY SERVICE

Eastern Auto Radiator Iff g. Co.

He Knew Donkeys.

teacher was Instructing n class In
English.
Sim called on a small boy
A

We manufacture and repair

Radiators for
Paaaenger Cars, Trucks..
Tractors, Stationary Engine)
Send in your work for' eatimats
1083 67 Bntswiy Dnvtr, Mania

1
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named Jimmy Brown.
"Jntnes," fenld she, "write on the
board 'ltlchni'd can r'.de a donkey if
he wants to.' "
Jimmy did so to the satisfaction of
all concerned.
Now," continued the teacher, when
Jimmy had returned to his place,
can you find a better form for that

Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.

San Francisco, Oct. 3. First Lieut.
BelvliuAV. Maynard, army aviator and
Baptist minister of Kerr, N. C, ate
breakfast with his family in Mineóla,
morning and
N. Y. Inst Wednesday
lunch In San Francisco early Sunday
afternoon. The feat was accomplished
with the aid of a De Havlliind airplane",
Sergt. V. E. Klein, an observer, and a
fund of grit and resourcefulness.
After hnlf circling the aviation field
at the Presidio, Lieutenant Maynard
brought his "ship" to the ground at
1:12 :0T. He hud covered the 2.701
miles from Mineóla In the unofficial
time of 24 hours 58 minutes and 05
seconds. Both Lieutenant Maynard
and Sergeant Klein were literally
pulled from the fuselage of their ma
chine by a throng of admirers here,
among them being Lieut. Gen. Milliter
Liggett, commanding the Western Department of the army, Mnj. Gen. C. J.
Menolier, chief of the army's air serv
ice, Col. H. H. Arnold, head of the
service In the Western Department,
and representatives of the city's

Let "Danderlne" save
louble Its beauty. You
of long, thick, strong,
Don't let It stay lifeless,

your hair and
can have lots

lustrous hair.
thin, straggly

pacCtase

fading. Bring back Its color, vigor
and vitality.
Get a
bottle of delightful
"Danderlne' at any drug or toilet counter to freshen your scalp; check dandruff and falling hair. Your hair needs
this stimulating tonic; then Its life,
color, brichtness and abundance will
return Hurry ! Adv.
Dr

tí)

35-ce-

NOW

THE FLftUOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

Her Eyes to Blame.
Some time ago I hud my eyes tested,
belladonna being dropped In them to
enlarge the pupils. The eye doctor
assured me I'd be aide to. see perfectly
provided with a pair of dark glasses.
My friend, who was with me, said she
Ud ARTISTIC JEWELRY
sentence?"
wasn't so sure about It. On leaving
" MANÜIACTT7RINO
a
"Yes. miss. 'Richard can ride the
the doctor's office we boarded
JDS. I. SCHWARTZ
donkey If the donkey wants him to.'
cur, my friend going to the
crowded
mn.ri leik 4 Curtía Dmw.ChIo.
"
front and leaving me to take a vacant
WRITE OR O ALL FOR OATALOQ
seat in the rear. All of a sudden I
"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
could hardly sse anything,' and In
EVERYTHING
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
sitting down 1 sat on a young man's
IN
lap. I quickly removed to the vacant
Largest in the west Lowest price. High
Remove poisons
Look at tonguel
was a crreat tria I enjoyed It seat beside htin amid the titters and
It
est quality. Writ or call upon us about
from stomach, liver and
laughing of i group of college boys
Immensely," said Lieutenant Maynard
any Musical Instrument, Victrola, Records,
Bowels.
,
.
.
me standing in the hack entry. My only
Rolls, bhaet Music.
on landing, isotn nieinueis oi .i..
relief was in lie black glasses I wore,
MUSIC CO.
plane's crew look tired and weather-beate1625-3Denver
California Street
but they smiled happily and for 1 knew mc one would know me
weathered the barrage of compliments again without them.
In good shope.
Tf vnnr dealer does not handle Flem
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
was hours
Lieutenant Maynard
ing's Y.kk Preserver we will supply you
d
rivals, dipt. When red, rough and Itching with hot
ahead of his
postpaid:
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
can preserves 80 dos. eggs.. $0.60
H. C. Drayton, his closest competitor,
can preserves 0 doz. etrfrs.. .90
Also make use
p.
Cuticura Ointment.
3:41
Nev.,
at
Mountain,
eggs..
Battle
1.85
left
120
dos.
n
ran nreserves
ROOK "EGG INSURANCE
m., mountain time, Sunday, 356 miles now and then of that exquisitely scent
name.
If you send us your druggist's
from bis destination at San Francisco. ed dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum,
Cola
ling toe Uti tni Fiara) Co, t551 fltamn It.
Cuticura
Following closely behind Captain one of the indispensable
ebster, Toilet Trio. Adv.
Drayton were Lieut L. S.
Capt. J. O. Donaldson and Lieut. Alex
A Look Ahead.
Pearson, Jr. The first landed at Sal- "Can you really tell anything about
Many Do.
duro, Utah, at 4:01) p. in., mountain the future?"
A woman dislikes men who under"Do you believe everything yon
time and Captain Donaldson arrived
,
stand her.
"Oh, yes," sold the fortune teller.
Kodaks-Fil- ms
Photo Goods
hear?"
three minutes Inter at 4:12. Lieuten
know, for Instance, that my landlord
Develop any size roll film 10c
"Everything that Is scandalous."
ant Fearson dropped at the same sta nln't going to get his rent next month."
Toll Is Its own pleasure.
Catalogs mailed free; mail orders solicited
tion at 5 :22 :!)" p. m.
Lieut. E. M. Manzelinaii, pilot of the
Accept "California" Syrup of Figs sixth airplane In the westward race,
only look for the name California on reached Salt Lake City after dark, but
Cold-Draw- n
the package, then you are sure your landed without mishap in a field near
child Is having the best and most barm
the city.
813 tizea carried in Denver. Get stock list.
less laxative or physic for the little
&
&
Co
M.
Dolfhoff
S.
The Hendrie
Children
stomach, liver and bowels.
inclined
people
because so
Get Fur and Tire Thieves.
hear now-a-da- ys
is topic we
BxcluWe Distributora
m
Full
love Its delicious fruity taste.
1 635 1 7th St
Denver. As a result of one of the
Denver, Colo. directions for child's dose on each bot
we claimed unreasonable
Yet has any physician told you
in the history or
irrentest round-up- s
tle. Give It without fear.
nme Quality Springs
ask them. We won't answer
Mother ! You must say "California." the Denver police department, eleven
remedial properties for Fletcher's Castoria?
alleged members of two gangs of fur
Adv.
the answer will be.and automobile tire thieves who have
ourselves, we know
Not a Happy Ending.
1U11AU
looted several Denver shops since
days
Mrs. Hainan This book ends with Aug. 30, are In custody and stolen furs
was claimed for in
has all the virtues to-d- ay
That
marriage.
a
and tires valued at $15,000 have been
Factor; Distributor!
recommendation by prominent physicians, and
increased use,
to be found in
llaman You like to read sad recovered by the police. Details of
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LIBERTY'
Sunday School has been suspended for the past three Sabbaths on aeeount of building being repaired.
Everyone is requested to come
to Sunday School next Sunday.

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.
Roy, Solano and Mosquero

'

,

'A. carload of

if you have wheat for sale

Mrs. J. S. Russell was the
guest of her daughter Mrs.
IÍ. Holmes this week.

35000 acres of fine
Farm Lands
In Tps. 24 N, and 25 N. Ranges 26 and 27 E. Colfax
County. We also have a few

Small Stock Ranches
All these lands will
Now is the time to buy.
vance very rapidly in the next few months.

,

J. W. and Joe Woodward,
A. and Ocie Canon were

SELECT FROM.
'

pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.
Will meet interested parties at Roy or Mills by
.appointment,. Drop a card in P. 0. at Mills or Roy.
Main office 302-- 3 1st Nat'l Bank bldg Wichita Kans.

O. W. Kerr & Company

Senator A. A. Jones writes us
from Washington that he wishes
to distribute his allotment of
vegetable and flower seeds to all
who wish them and will mail
packages to any one in New
Mexico on receipt of a request
from the party wishing them.
Just write a letter or post
card and say you want them and
address it thus A. A. Jones,
Senator, Washington, D. C. and
you will get them promptly.

II

Chevrolet

0

m

Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desired
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and can take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller bnyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

n

See me and get my teros and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
at the
office.
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
Spanish-America-

n

3(gr

i:

Atllighest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produce, pi

NEW LUMBER

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Clothing

.sApjiL

'

I

HI
U

1

JPIM'

.

' Touring Car $735,

y

in

PUBLIC SALE
at public auction at the Mrs. E. J. MillsOfoung

20 HEAD CATTLE 20
Best dairy herd on the mesa.
7 dairy cows, 4 spring calves, . 6 2
year old heifers Jerseys and Red
Polled, 1 W F bull 2 yrs old.

Kitchen range and other- - articles.
Terms made known on day of sale.

I

f

ATTENTION!
The Special Issue comes off the
press next week ORDER YOUR
EXTRAS NOW 5c NOW" BUT
POSTIVELY 10c AFTER THE
PRESS STOPS ON ITS Scheduled run and it will ÑO more.
ORDER NOW or PAY MORE
LATTER.

1

f'jFm

LUMBER

-

and all Building Material

M

We have the stock to supply your every
want in the building line, on hand ready for
you when you come for it.

l

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Ford cars have become such a world, utility

that it would alm33t S33:ri a3 if every family
ought to hive it3 Ford car. Runabout, Tour
ing Car, Coupe, Sedan, (the two latter have en
closed bodies), and the Truck Chassis, have
ally become a

Sale to commence at 2 o'clock P. M. the following property,

o. b. Flint, Mich.

Ill

farm 2 miles north of Solano on

Friday October 24, 1919

.

-

See the Splendid new stock of

We have our new Lumber shed well stock"
ed with new lumber and will fill it full with
the seven car loads that are on the way.

Owner,

Eg?

I

Roberts & 01 ver

JUAN LUJAN

RAVEN BEAN,

Jlfíj

Ifeil
?

YARD

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

I will offer

r

"Four-Ninet-

AUCTIONEER

We Buy Butter and Eggs
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i

cj Jlf ÉVM M

hst

-
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deliver-in- g

their wheat to town
week.

Col. George E. Cochrane

In the Foster Block, Roy,

REMIGIO LOPEZ

.

L.

mi

The NewStore
LUJAN & SON

ar

H

T. M. Ogden and wife were
to Roy

Dontwait until the outsiders

Ready-to-We-

.'

f X
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business visitors

ad-

OF GENERAL
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK
MERCHANDISE TAT FAIR PRICES
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MANY DIFFRENT TYPES TO

f--

WJM

.

V

-

Vi)

i

They are all fully equipped noih- ing to buy but gas and oil and very
utue or tnat, as tne ühevrolets go
futher on a smaller amount of gas
and oil than any car built.

i!

k

,

medium price. Come in and

-

We own and control about

'

.,

See for yourself, we. will gladly
demonstrate these car,

Webb Kidd of Roy (was purchasing cattle in this vicinity
last week .

Farmers have been greatly delayed in their work by the continued rains, very few are thru
threshing, little of the spring
crops are threshed, wheat sowing has been delayed and many
are loosing their beans.

-

;

J

.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. John
Davis Oct 8th a son.

U. S. Wheat Director License No. 028463II

just
arrived
-

.

1
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Chevrolets

;
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See Dr. J. A. Stevens, or Henry Krabbenschmidt,

Jmi

"Four Ninety"

:

..

Mf

"

're

part and parcel of human life.

want one because its service will be profit
We solicit your order at once because
able.
while production is limited, it will be first come,
You

Cement,
Builders Hardware, Glass,
Coal,

Plaster,

first supplied.

also in stock in large quantities.

Come and see our New

'feii

ri

Shed and stock and let us
give you prices!

Roberts & Olver

F.S.Strickland, Mgr.

C. B. Stubblef ield Co.
INCORPORATED

ROY, and SPRINGER, N. M.

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

. ii

